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HE NEW

6 NEWSCASTS DAIL1

sorlialsk

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Ter
ritory

By
Dick Strut)

Volume TWE nty-Five
Jo's Notebook at the bottom
of Page One.
With . the conclusion a the
third week-end of play. Fulton
and Pilot Oak are the leading
ti anis in the 1956 PurchaseLeague Each has won two of its
three games

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday May 24, 1956

Phone Employees
Get Wage Increase

A PROCLAMATION
All citizens of Fulton are urged to wear a
memorial poppy on Saturday, May 26 in a proclamation issued today by Mayor Bill Browning,
setting the day aside as Poppy Day. Pointi
ng
out that the wearing of the poppy is an individual tribute to the memory of America's War
Dead, the proclamation stated:
"WHEREAS, young men of the city of Fulton again serving in defense of our country and
are taking their places among our honored citizens alongside those who have served in other
warp, and
WHERE, the roll of those who have given
their lives in the nation's defense is increasing
as war has taken its toll of our finest young
men, and
WHEREAS, the memory of those citizens
of Fulton who made the supreme sacrifice for
America should live forever in the hearts of all
citizens of our city and
WHEREAS, annual wearing of the me-
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Senator Ciements
To Speak At Rally
In Fulton Saturday

Agreement was reached Sat- on May 20. It
Pilot Oak's lone loss came
is for one year
against Fulton 8 to 5 and the urday night on a new contract kit will extend beyond
this inilocal deb dropped its first game between
the
Southern
Bell tial period unless terminated by
Telegh
Sunday a. Fancy Farm took adone Company anti the 60-day notice by either
party.
vantage of nine errors and other sommunications workers of
Frank M. Malone, personnel
glaring fielding and base-rim- America affecting about 55,000 vice president of Southe
Senator Earle C. Clements will speak in all sections of
rn Bell
ning mistakes to K in an II to 0 non-supervisory employees in said the pay increases
Kentucky when he resumes his campaign for re-election
are
line
in
game Fulton got only four hits, nine southern states.
with the upward wage moveto the United States Senate May 29.
The new contract provides ment which exte4si
two by Ron McAlister, in the
ve surveys
He interrupted his-campaign last Wednesday to return
debacle. Fancy Farm had nine for wage increases ranging up show has occurre
d in southeastto Washington to vote on a bill concerning rural electrisafeties. A big seven run explo- to $5.00 per week, depending ern cities and towns.
sion in the Nth inning wrapped upon the job and town classifification and aid in the fight for a new fritm bill.
"The increases are necessary
up the game for the winners. cation of the employee. Other to fulfill our basic
wage policy.
Saturday he will make a Tri City and on into Mayfield.
change
Rick Coleman took the loss. his
s in the contract include That is to keep the
pay of
whirlwind tour of the Purchase
reclassification of a number of Southern Bell
first after two wins.
Members of the motorcade
employees in facounties of the First District.
cities and towns for wage pur- vorable compar
The line score:
vill have lunch in Fulton at
ison with wage
Senator Earle Clements' mo- Smith's Rose Roof and friends
Fulton.
911911011-149 poses.
levels prevailing in the comtorcade through West Kentucky of the Senator are invited to
The new contract is effective munities where they
Fancy Farm 200 101 07: - 11 9 3
work and
will arrive in Fulton at 12:30 join him there.
Meanwhile. Pilot Oak, on the
live."
morial poppy is an individual tribute to the
p m. on Saturday, May 26, and
strength of a single by Dee
Malone
Mr.
A total of more than 1800
said
the
wage
inwar dead, showing that we remember and are
a rally will be held here on Main votes
Yates and Joe Warren's double Torn-Ettes To Have
creases and the other changes
is expected to be cast in
Street.
Senato
Clemen
r
gratef
ts,
who the primaries Tuesda
ul for their sacrifice in our behalf now,
in the 12th inning, won a thrilIn the contract will add approxiy when
Conce
rt
On
May
candida
is
31st
a
te
res-elec
for
tion, Fulton County voters
ling 3 to 2 game from tough
Therefore I, W. T. Browning, mayor of the
mately $9.000,000 a year to the
go to the
will make a 20 minute speech polls
Wingo Both teams had nine
The "Tone-Ettes," 'a sister cost of
to
providing
select
nominees for
telephone
city of Fulton, do hereby proclaim Saturday May
in Fulton. From Fulton the mo- Congre
hits Warren. with four, and musical team, will present
ss and the Senate. The
a service in the company's nine
26, to be Poppy Day in the City of Fulton and
torcade will go to Dukedom, total
Yates, with three, accounted for spring concert at the
state
area
expected is less than half
In Kentucky the
Salem
then to Pilot Oak, Lynnville, the
seven of Pilot Oak's safeties Methodist Church in Hickma added cost
I urge all citizens to Aserye the day by wearnumber cast in the gubernawill amount to
n
Sum Maillins had two for Wingo. County on Thursday evening 8665,000
torial election last August when
ing the memorial poppy."
,
Robert Moore was the winner May 31, beginning
Happy Chandler defeated Judge
at 7 30
and Sherrill Tucker the loser
Bert C Combs Combs however,
GET WELL QUICK!
o'clock.
The line score.
carried Fulton County.
Chur
Celeb
ch
To
rate
The popular Performers, Mrs.
Get
well wishes are extended
Pilot Oak 200 000 000 001 - 3 9 0 Brownie
There is keen interest in the
Burkett and Janice to Gilbert Moon who
Decoration Day May 27
Win e° 002 MO 000 000 - 2 9 1 Walker
is confined
race to determine Chandler's
, are widely known in to Room 659-M
in the Baptist
Fulton battles Sedalia hero this section
vote-getting
Decoration Day Services will
potentialities
on
, having entertained Hospital in Memphi
this coming sombre with. the
s. Reports
his own, or whether he can inbe held at Pilot Oak Baptist
frequently during the past wv- reads ass that
he is much imrinse starting at .2 It
ject
his influence for his handChurch Sunday, May 27. The
eral years.
proved. His sister, Mrs. Lola
picked candidate, Joe Bates, reregular Sunday morning servTheir program at Satern, with Moon Howard is visiting him
siAjor League notes
mains to be seen. Governor
ices will be held at 11 and SunUp-To-The-Minute
Car Overturns
With All the dealing Prank Mrs Burkett at the vibraphone
Chandler has made several
day School will be at 10 o'clock.
and
Miss
Walker
.
at
the
COMIN
HamG HOME!
I ane of the Cardinals has been
speeches in Mr. Bates' behalf
Counting Will Be
A basket lunch will be held at
On Lake Street
doing. latch (nine players for mond organ, will consist of
but his speeches have lacked
noon.
Joy
Pigue
will
fly
classics
from
Rhine
,
semi-cl
assics,
Sent To Fulton
hymns,
Causing Damage
nine last week). It's a wonder
the fire and enthusiasm that he
The afternoon services will
Air
Base
New
to
York
'and
May
old
24th
favorit
es.
he hasn't •wapped Busch StadAs soon as the polls close is able to put irt his own cam—proceed to Fort Dix, N J. and
Rice Charles Waire, 39-year- consist of Gospel singing.
ium for some other park
(Continued on page six)
All persons interested in the Fulton voters will want
.
receive his discharge, and will old South Fulton Negro, sufferto know
the
Fhtiets Field "bandbox"
cemetery are asked to be pre- how the election
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Adams arrive in Fulton next week.
counting is
Joe ed cuts and lacerations to his
with it'. Inviting left field tyould from Atlanta, Ga. are visiting
has been in Germany for the right elbow, wrist and hand at sent. It is on this day that con- doing. The Fulton County News
be a good bet
tributions for cemetery expenses and Radio Station
hut Lane, as her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dor- past year and a half and has 1040 Wednesday mornin
WFUL will
g, when
far as ran be seen as of now, an Colley
try to accommodate you as in
been - with Intelligence for the he lost control of his car, hit a are requested.
seems to have the better trading
the
past to give 'you the eleca truck, and w- ecked the autotouch
one-of the best he has
tion returns as soon as they are
mobile.
Gospel Singing At
pulled seems to be the switch
tabulated on Tuesday, May 29.
Waire was driving north on Church
with the Rediegn, ...what in the
Of Christ
Make arrangements to come
Lake Street trended when he
world is Cincinnati going to do
Next Sunday, May 27th, at to the News office on Commerhit
Murray
a
olesale
do with Alex
W
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y
fillM1111111 when
there will be a Gospel cial Avenue and enjoy the evetruck which
.tiv7.4.•0 a de- 2:30 p
they have Rey McMillan at
Clements-Barkley
livery to the Ridded Grocery Singing at the Central Church ning and hear the returns as
short'
.and lee Frasier will
and was parked b the side of of Christ in Fulton, Ky. All are they are repeated by the eleche of help only occasio
Urged Construction
nally,
tion
tellers.
urged to attend, especially songthe road.
what with Gus Bell, Frank RobA public address system will
leaders
from
this
area.
inson. and Walls Pont
Of Cumberland Dam
The right side of Waire's 1941
The church building is air- be installed at the office and
outfield.
black Chevrolet was smashed as
and Chuck Harmon
the front windows will have
conditi
The
oned.
Clements resolution to
Mr.
Bill
Jones
is
in
will be of some help to the
he rammed into the left rear
the candidates, the precincts name the proposed lower
CumCards
corner of the truck. The car charge.
The sermon subject for next and the returns posted there.
berland Dam reservior Barkley
turned over on its left side,
----Periodi
i
About $12,000 in Isortels and again. His
c
returns
Sunday
Dam
will
and
at
11
also
Lake
a.
be
m will be
Barkley passed
wife, who attempted lying almost at a perpendicular
Speaking of Cincinnati
broadcast giving returns on the the House of Representative
$8.000 in cash was discovered in suicide by
s
hanging about a week to the roadsides. 6 Hainline 'Back to the Bible," at 7 p. m. State
if they keep up their homer prosituati
the home and adjoining area of ago, is current
on
"The
as
it
last
Word
is
Thursday.
of God Makes Chrislearned.
ly in the Hopkins- wrecker towed the car away
duction. they'll clout over 300
the Jim K Johnson farm north- ville hospital
The resolution, introduced by
feor hasers this year
.
after it had all but interrupted tians Only." Oliver Cunningham
the re- east of Dukedom Thursday
is the minister.
Senator Clements on May 7 to
by
traffic on the street.
cird is 221 by the 1947 Giants
Mrs.
Money
Rober
was
t
found
in
Thom
a
pson honor the late Senator Alben W.
startled members of the family.
large
this corner's picks as the
bucket in an outhouse, under pital.
To Entertain Guests
Barkley, was steered through
Mr Johnson, who is 75 and rocks and
surprise teams of the season
Robert A. Futrell, driver of Harris-Methodist Class
other coverings, and
the Senate last Wednesday.
thus far the Piratea and Orioles has been a patient at Western in the house. The bonds
the
truck,
said
Mrs.
he
had the ve- Enjoys Pot Luck Supper
Robert Thompson, formhad
In his remarks to the Senate
•
who could believe they'd State !Hospital 14 Hopleinsville matured He had previously had hicle in low or double low gear
er House Demonstration agent Clements
said that "no enginThe
N out of the cellar at this junc- three times previously, was re- accounts in banks in
John
Revell
at
Sunday
the
time
of Fulton County is entertaining eering structu
of the accident. The
several
re is capable of
admitted there shortly after his differe
School
ture in the season'
class
of
the
Harris
impact
-Methknocked the truck about
nt cities in this area. The
informally with an open house symbolizing
when
the greatness of the
odist Church enjoyed a pt-luck at the
some of the "old men- of the inn, Sewell Johnson of Detroit, money is presently
five feet forward.
Thomps
under
on
his
home
Wednes
- man, Alben W. Barkley. But we
supper at the home of Mr and day
Dodgers, Cards, Giants, and and son-in-law, Joe Works, of account at the Liberty
afternooh, May 30, from 3 can honor his life in
National
a modest
Mrs. Paul Cooley April 28. to 5 in
Braves slip one or two seasons Dukedom discovered the money. Bank in Mayfield.
honor
HONOR
of
her
ED!
house guests manner by having this dam and
It is reported that he had been
Those present were Mr and Misses
from now - - - watch out for
The money, upon discovery,
Myrtle
Weldon and Zel- reservoir bear his name."
Ann Linton, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Charlie Johnso
the Rues!' . .they haven't won acting strangely of late and had was turned over to
n and child- ma Moural, former
Graves and Mrs. 0. C. Linton of Fulton, ren,
State LeadEarlier this year, Senator
pleaded that he had no money. County
Mr.
a pennant since 1927. .
and
Mrs.
John
Revell,
ers
Judge
of
Vernon Easley. has been awarded the Frost FiExtension Service. All Barkley and Senator
.only
Clements
Opal Williams, Lola Griffin, women
one other team, the White Sox His family became suspicious Judge Easley has stated
who were members of had jointly urged a
that delity award by the Alpha Sig- Mr. and
construction
Mrs. T. E. Hackett, the homemakers
(1919) have - had a longer pen- and obtained a court order com- Works will be the adminis
trator
club
ma
Alpha
at
start
sororit
the
on
y
the
at
Murray
mitting him to the institution of the
dam now to be
Tommy and Jerry Edwards and time
nant drought.
Johnson affairs.
Mrs Thompson was agent known as Barkle
S•tate College.
y dam.
Mr and Mrs. Paul Cooley.
are invited.
The pitchers with hest chances "0
Promi
se
Me" In May, Rut I'll forget "I Do" In June
for 20
seasons •
Whitey
Ford. Bob Lemon, Farly Wynn,
Iierh Score, Bob Friend, Frank
4sullivan
that's our opinion
might not he shared hy
mans. others
oh, yes
- left
(Ed's Notoe. . . .This is a
out one guv . . .a fellow named
Beloved Lady Had
feet those "devoted" daughters
who had been looking for sugar the
true story, but any similarRoberts. . . he'd take 20 even
Would come running back, bepeople,
looks
around
and
Been Confined To
ity to actual persons living
if the Phillles lost 100 games.
daddies, turned up again. Har- sees pore q
cause the father knew in his
Joseph iss Batesy
or dead is purely coincidenriet Lena just hugged her pore and his pareigal
heart, that they weren't really,
Fulto
n Hospital
gnaws at
tal
--jottings from ole pappy and said: "Pappy even his innards, but aduty
Cleveland, with Lemon's masever-loving daughters. . . .they
light goes on
terfIll hurlink Scores strikeoutg
though that Miler left me at the in his brain. Though
Services will be held Friday
just wanted to bleed their poor
t Pappy: "I
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
altar and now he's yore fren, got my other two
(
--15'In one —game so far), ViF
Once upon a time, in a little ole pappy for what he was
girlies where
Werti' comeback, and the fans ole
I'll go steady with him again if I can keep my eye
Fulton Church of Christ for Mrs.
Kentucky
town
around worth. In his pore ole heart the
on them right
only you'll take me to yore sharply, 'cause
booing Al Rosen when he got where the
bluegrass grows, peppy knew that if they ever
they look like Lucian Browder, who died after
spiked has had its share of pub- there lived a lonely, sawed-off, came back, he'd love 'em a - little
busom and take
me home they got some ideas to gut their an extended illness at the Fullicity thus far... .now the Tigers pot-bellied, disgruntled, dish* bit for a while, then he would
ton Hospital at 6:15 Wednesday
again." But you know ole Pappy ole pappy, but Josephu
s, pore
knew his daughter had been ole Josephus, I can't
don't like their Municipal Sta- herited and disowned fellow vice versa.
morning, May 23. She was 62.
keep her
saying some awful things about around here, I'll just
dium
Bro. Don Kester, former pasbullpen accommodations who was the father of A great
The three daughters were
see if I
. . . .guess we're not the only big family. At one time he had Harriet
'him all those years, but Pappy can get her out of
Lena, Josephine Learymy Night so tor of the church, and Bro. 0..
people who are wondering how so many children and so many ful (of her
just figured maybe having her people won't know
what she's C. Cunningham will conduct
daddy) and Josephus
the service. Burial will be in
around will make him respected doing, and what the
in the dickens that mechanical friends that he just plum didn't Batesy.
heck I need
Enon cemetery on the Metropoin some places, but he'll- vice An office-girl in Washin
calculating machine picked De- know what to do with them. He
gton."
The
years
went on and the
troit for the pennant. . . .it's not had all this love and affectiop
lis road. The body will remain
versa with her when the time So pappy gets his bag
of lies
pot-bellied,
blow- this story.)
hard to see the Dodgers. . . . around him because he had lots sawed-off,
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
comes.
and
tricks
and
starts
talking
.
hard
of a daddy stayed out of
Anyhow the sawed-off, pothut the Tigers haven't been a of big jobs and plenty of influAs far as the other two But like a good pappy who's until time for services. Horne,
the big time, by request of bellied, blow-hard of a patriarch
hall of fire, to say the least. ... ence.
daught
ers there are some other got an old-maid on his hands beak is in charge of arrangeeveeYbOdy who knew him be- looked around one day and says
they need pitching and Al Kaline
stories. Josephine Learyful (of he's got to offer a right healthy ments.
And so for a long time every- cause they found that
he just to himself: "I just believe I'll
Mrs. Browder was born Nov
hitting
Ted Williams said body lived happily over Pappy. couldn'
t be trusted and oh, he see if I can pack my bag of lies her daddy) did all right on her dowry.
25, 1893 in Obion County, Tenn,
"one man can't carry a ball But one day this
own.
She
was
always
the smart
Pippy's loaded with dowry.
sawed-off, pot- had so little regard for the and tricks again and go
the daughter of Charles M. and
see one and when her
club"
but his Red Sox surely bellied, blow-hard of a patriar
pitiful, ole, He's got State jobs, he's got a
ch truth
In the meantime, his what's going around this here
(have slogged around without found that his bag of
no-accoun
t pappy needed her highway department. he's got Mebrina Polsgrove Underwood.
tricks got daughters, just kicked around now state." So he leaves his
She has been a member of long
him after rolling through three empty, his lies weren't
as con- from one little love-nest to an- little ole bluegrass home and he help she figured well, so what,: a bunch of clerks who have standing
of the Church of
straight games at the start of vincing and he got kicked
out other, but rigibody ever really starts slapping people on the "I'll just lend him my brains forked over two per cent of Christ.
the season as Ted was hitting of the biggest job he ever
had, offered them honorable pro- back, grinining like a possum, for awhile, but in four years their pay, even after pappy said
She married Lucian Browder
.500
he'd better lend me his smile, he'd take nary a dime
and he was thrust into a valley posals One, daughter,
of their in 1912.
Harriet and made a deal with the moon because I warms
of lonelines, all of his friends Lena especially, started
be
guverno
hard-ea
r."
rned cash. But he tells
to go to give everybody a big chunk
Mrs. Browder is survived by
When Billy Joe Forrest was gone, and most of his
children steady with a feller, but it was of it. .. .for free. .. .and do you So Josephine joins Peppy and Josephus to keep quiet. Says her husband;
two daughters.
playing with Waterloo during deserted him.
you
know
what
happen
ed.
Pappy: "You just shut up Jojust down-right disgraceful know people believed him?
the latter part of the 1054 seaBut the saddest story of all sephus Batesy, like I told the Mrs. Ruth Howard of Detroit,
Three of his children, espec- what that feller did to her
and "Mrs. Charles Stafford of
Just
It looked as how the people was about Josephus Batesy.
son, the ithortntop ,he had re- ially three of his daughte
Pore farmers to do, quit meddling in Fulton;
rs, left as they were about to go to the were taking
a son, Alfred Browder
to his lie-telling ole Josephus, she had no person- my busines
placed was in a hospital he'd.
him on a high and dry ground altar, this feller just
s,
just
like
I
told
the
of Detroit; three brothers, Bud,
ups and again so the sawed-off, pot- ality, no no-how
bat that fellow was with Mem- and it could never he
, no-nothing. farmers, I'm yo PaPPY, I got the
known kicks Harriet Lena in the seat bellied, blow-h
Jack and Harry, all of Fulton;
ard of a patriarch Some people thought she had a dowry
phis the next season and this whether the father
and you got the hair- two sisters,
was heart- of her pantaloons and leaves decided
Mrs. Ed Royer of
he'd just run for Guy- hair-lip in her brain. But after lip,
year is at the tap. . . .his minas! broken or not. He kinda
don't ryou go around and Memphis
knew her right — at — the — altar. ernor. And you know
and Mrs. Raymond
what? His Peppy got himself on the heap act like you
Luis Aparicio.
that if he ever got hack on his Weren't that arful? (More
know what it's all Gambill of Fulton;
to long-lost daughters, the ones again and figured to
and four
hell with
(essitinued ea page seven)
grandchildren.

RICE WAIRE LOSES
CONTROL OF CAR;
WU HEAVY TRUCK

FULTON NEWS-WRIL
TO GIVE ELECTION
RETURNS-ONMES,

CLEMENTS BILL TO
NAME BARKLEY DAM
PASSES CONGRESS

Startled Relativee
,Find Bonds Cash
Hidden On Farm

Nobody Gets Nuthre ti June,Pappy Tells Batesy
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WFUL

Jo's

Note Rook

SERVICES FRIDAY
FOR MRS. BROWDER

treads of Kentucky income in
the gradual decrease, percentagewise, of the difference between per capita incomes in Kentucky and the tuition," Dr. Johnson said.
According to the study, Jefferson County ranked first in per
Hiohet Couhtv
capita income in 1954 with a
figure of $2,039. Placing second
Income Is Noted
and third were Kenton and FayIn Louisville Area
ette Counties with $1,729 and
$1,680 respectively. In only
Fulton County's per capita. nine other counties was per capincome in 1954 has been placed ite income greater than for the
,
at $1,148 by the University of ttte 41 a whole.
Kentuelik- economists who have
just completed a new study on -Tii-nr to Will; for Waal Neu,
personal income in Kentucky.
but persisKentucky's slow
tent climb from its lowly position among the states entitled
-Personal Income in Kentucky
Counties: 1954."
progress being
The steady
made by Kentucky is reflected
in various phases of the UK
work, prepared under the direction of Dr. John L. Johnson, actBENNETT ELECTRIC
ing director of the UK Bureau of
1111\F Z411
FULTON
Business Research.
important
t
tt
"One. of

FULTON COUNTY'S
AVERAGE INCOME
IS $1,148 FAMILY
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tigate the effects of alloying elements on the scaling resistance
.jgait=
of zirconium for one
University department was se1- 1
ected for the project by the
Reactor Development Division of
Atomic Energy Commission.

The University of Kentucky's
Mining and
'Depar:.-ient of
Metall rgical Engineering has
llas ben awarded a new $20,000 cot.:ract by the Atomic Ent -gy C mmission for research onyircon a - base alloys.
It is a proof that one is very
Unci.: terms of the new Atom- imperfect indeed when one is
Ene kty Commission contract, so impatient with the imperfecFenelon
ity engineers will inves- tions of others.

''

,tator
ADVANCEMENTS BEING MADE in agti cultural research are outlined to
Earle C. Clements (right) by Frank L. Teu ton, former Kentuckian now with thc U. S.
Department of Agriculture. Models who showed Senator Clements some new (ashions based on agricultural products are No rma Payne and Rose Mazzula.

A smooth, velvety
finish for was,
ceilings and wOodwatir.
—Super Washable
—Easy to apply
—Dries quickly

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

v"
— With JIM ti—
Saricalairat &omit, Mutat Ceara( aslosail
Tractors have been rolling
da'y and ntght the last few days
Farmers are taking advantage
of favorable conditions to get
ready for planting. Some are
working in relays in order to
finish the job fast. While we
are busy in this fast work racing with the season, let's take
time to be careful. Don't take
chances that may cost you a full
year's work. When you say that

you do not have time to work I when prices are at their peak.
Be On Guard For Worms
the careful way, just think, do
A close in.-aiection of pasture.
you have time to lay around
he shade with a broken bone or ial small grain will determine
hether or not you have a field
two. Yes, we are making fast
with Army Worms.
work of this farming operation inf ested
your
call
tieatencnts
these days so by the same token , For
work faster to a safety schedule .1!ont y Agent, Fat m Advisor,
Vocational Agriculture Instrucfor yourself and family.
55.000 Farm Families Go In II/55 tor or Agriculture Worker Army
!Worms are no trouble if you
According to an Agricultural 'will only .ict at th
ight time.
Department survey, there were.
tenant
55,000
approxam'ately
and Sharecroppers that moved
from southern farms last yea;
This removal is due to t11.•
southern cotton allottments be
ing cut. In other areas the de
crease is due to a year or two of
making no profit. Small farmers
are finding it more difficult
every year to compete with the
larger more mechanized units.
This will not, however, run the
small farmer out of business if
he watches his production costs
and trys to market his products

HOUSE PAINT
Fume Reststant • Self Cleamne • Coitus: tultind Oils
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YES! We will feed your
hogs from birth and let
you pay the bill when you
market them

feeling of faith or reliance which
people have in a company or its products—does not come
overnight. Like a tree, it grows slowly.
In this;`ohl 70th year of service to the South, Standard
Oil products continue to enjoy leadership in conAumer
acceptance throughout the five states we serve—Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississippi.
We believe that this continued sales leadership is duo
to public confidence . . . a confidence slowly acquired
through the years by the repeated satisfactory use of
Standard Oil products by our customers.
CONFIDENCE—the

Your confidence is our greatest asset. We constantly
strive to merit its continuance by offering you products
that are the best of their type, and which give you full
money's worth in performance.

Phone 899

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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mothers, Mrs. Bess Dezonia and
Mrs. Leonard Barber both live
in Fulton.

Diary of Doin's
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fort who will be their guest for Fulton news.
...
Here and There —
several days.
Ruby and Maxwell McDade
Last October the attendance
—Around Fulton—
are the proud parents this week.
in pthe Music Department of the
Roy
McDade
of'
Knoxvil
le,
They
will leave Fulton Friday
The News writes social happ•Woman's Club had become a
nings about you and
for Lyndon, Ky. where they will Tenn. is visiting his sister, Mrs.
distressing situation. Not beyour friends (Listen To Airwa
attend the graduation exercises Roby Hogg .at ler home on Ed- cause
ve Diary: Thursday,
everyone didn't love the
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
of their son, Max, at Kentucky dings Streeb . . .Mrs. Burnett
club — but everyone became
Military Institute on Saturday Jones of Fulton and Mrs. Homer
lax in their duty as a member.
and Sunday. Alma and Herbie Brann of Memphis are visiting
Sometimes. 'midst the hustle and
Maybe (we told ourselves) we
Hunt of Fort Knoi will join the Paul Jones family in Debustle of this thing
could' blame Jaur laxness on
we call life, we pause -- and
them there.
troit, Mich
wonder what it would be
Mrs. James M. television, radio, movies or
ball
like to have one whole delicious
Mary Jo and Pies Fields of Reeves of Caruthersville Mo. games, but whatever the
day - all to ourselves.
cause
spent
A day to sit in the blessed sun and
Tuesda
y
Hickma
with
n
will
Lucreti
also
a
go
up.
for,
the
something_n/ILD_ to be done.yead -a gouLt_bonk- A
----tiffie- wtiordwo—ftwitueTotii-thi *We
exercises' They Will' be accom- and---Harmon Reams. . , .Erato stimulate interest in
'World, and its propanied by Ann Powers and and Albert'. Lawson and Ott make our Music Depart order to
blems,- tompletely out of our minds.
ment one
Linda Hale. The Fields' son, Monan of Caruthersville were that we could be proud
But, as memory serves us, we remem
of.
ber having tried
Robert, is a student at K. M. I. guests last week in the Lee
Many felt a deep loyalty II
just this - but again the outside world
Roper
home
Al
near
Bushart
Crutchfield. . . those who, over
will leave Fulton on
entered our haven
forty years agQ
when almost faster than the eye could
Saturday for Lyndon. He will
follow a hummhad felt the dire need for
drive up in Max's car and the —Mr. and Mrs.
ing bird darted here and there in his busy, buzzing flight.
music
club in Fulton and ha('
Brown Thacker
two boys will come back to Ful- and Rev.
And a mocking bird sat atop the television aerial
and Mrs. Oakley organized one, and we knel
twitton
togethe
r.
(Your
Diarist
Woodsi
de - left Sunday morning that it was our duty as members
tering, frilling, singing as if to proclaim that
nothing
knows that Max will be happy for a two-week's
visit in Flor- to preserve this heritage, so we
man-made could ever approximate his God given gift.
to be "under the wheel" of his ida.
set about to do just this.
So,- we close our thoughts and tell ourselves that preown car, once more.) Our conUnder the splendid leadership
gratulations to you, Max, for a_
vailidg notions flow hot and cold like prevailing winds
It never matters how far Ful- of our new president, Jo (Mrs.
splendi
d
year's
work at K. M. I. tcnians
-- and we settle down again to this busy ,life.
go away from home — Hugh) Pigue, we started a
if 'they are anywhere near each membership and attendance
AND SPEAKING OF BUSY pupils who appeared on the
Ann
Linton
and
Bill
Robertother — they always get to- drive. The group was divided
PEOPLE-program were Patricia Legg,
son of Central City, both stu- gether. This
happened in Phila- into 2 teams with Dola Bard and
Each year. during the end of Peggy Downey, Vava French,
dents at Murray State, spent delphia
last week-end. As you Kathryn Bennett as co-captains
school activities, we think of Brent Burrow. Camille Roman,
the week-end with her parents. remember,
Dr. Joe and Marilyn for one group and Mary Nelle
the added load that each teacher Jo Margaret Powell, John BurRuth and Clifton Linton on Ce- Davis and
little daughter. Susan, Wright and Mary Latta heading
carries in order to finish the row, Johnny Pharis and Barbara
dar Street. The Lintons return- are living
there while the doc- the last group.
school year. And we think., of Peeples.
ed to Murray with them Sunday tor serves
his internship at
the busy-music teachers and of
At each monthly meeting the
Elaine Butler. a ),Jte pupil,
evening and attended a Mother- Philade
lphia General Hospital names of new members were
their pupils who spend hours also appeared on the program.
Father-Daughter Banquet given — the
young Davises learned submitted and the attendance
of practice in preparation for
by Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority. that Don
Wright was a patient chart counted. Members and
their recitals. We'd like to menRobbie Lee (Mrs. Janks L.)
Among other parents from in the
U. S. Naval Hospital captains worked diligently
tion — as well as to give much Carter presented her pupils in
all
Fulton attending were Martha there.
They
credit to some of these people. an enjoyable recital Tuesday
Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Don and as immediately called through the club year. And at
soon
as
he
was
the
A young fellow, Jerry Coates, evening at 8 o'clock at the
April meeting the scores
able
Dawes.
to leave the hospital, they had were tallied and
whose career we have watched Woman's Club. Her program
the Wrighthim
out
to
their
house to spend Latta teams were the winners.
with much interest, is making consisted of vocal and piano seJewel McClain returned home the week
-end.
On Sunday they
quite a name for himself in the lections About 23 pupils parSo — Monday night was the
Sunday from an interesting trip. drove out
to Valley Forge and big pay-off
music circles at UTMB at Mar- ticipated.
Jewel, who is District Manager other
when the losers had
historical places and had a DELICIOUS
tin. Jerry participated in a Stuof the Supreme Forest Wood- a good
Miss Nancy Wilson
old fashioned Kentucky in the beautifu pot-luck supper
dent Recital presented by the
men Circle, attended three dis- picnic.
l, flower laden
Our congratulations
Dr.
Music Department last Thurs- order to the 1956 winnerare in Social
see state rally of Tau Phi- got "caugh Joe and Don really back yard at Jo and Hugh
Importance Attached To Engagement Of
of the
t up" on all of the
day night. He sang two such Juriior W0111.11
(Continued on page nine)
Lambda Sorority. She will leave
lovely songs, "Serenade" (Schu- scholarship — .11 Club college Miss .1.ancy Wilson And .11r. Willi
on Thursday for Chattanooga to
Sue Palmer, who
am
Emmet
t
bert) and "I
Love Thee" is the daughter of James and
attend a Woodmen Circle dinner
(Grieg) Jerry's mother, Mrs_ Catherine Gibbs
Foretelling a wedding of unusual social import
party.
Palmer of Rt. 5.
ance
Thomas Coates, - and his sister,
Sue, who was just 18 last in Kentucky is the announcement made today by Mr.
Glenda, of South Fulton attend- month, was recentl
Mary Davis Weal's, a student
y voted as and Mrs. Homer Cyril Wilson of Fulton of thp
engage—at- the -CiffiVe-r-sity of Kentucky
-ttre most paTx7ilaT girT in the tnent and -approaching marria
ge of their daughter Nancy at Lexingt
-- • --senior class at South Fulton. to Mr. Willia
on was home last
m Lane Fossett of Falmouth, Kentucky.
Marion Blackstone, talented She has been active
week-end for a visit with her
in many
Miss Wilson is the granddaughter of Mrs.
young pianist, is much in de- varied extra-curricular
William parents, Elsie and Louis Wealcs
activimand these days in music cir- ties such as the girls'
basketbaLl Tyler Samons and the late Mr. Samons, pioneer residents on Third Street.
cies Marion appeared on a pro- team, cheer leader,
football of Fulton County and of Mrs. Edward Wilson of Nashgram in Hickman Friday after- queen during her junior
Cissy (Whayne) Splane and
year, ville and the late Mr. Wilson of Golden Pond, Kentuc
noon The occasion was the an- and one of the leads
ky. children, Doug, Paul and
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
in the She graduated from Fulton High
SEE
nual flower show given by the senior play. Sue was selected
School and from the of Humboldt are in FultonBecky
as
visitIT
HERE
ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.
University of Kentucky with a Bachelor of Science de- ing in the Trevor
Garden Department,of the Hick- Giftorian at bier Class
Whayne home
Day pro.
man Woman's Club and Marion gram She is a member
of Tali gree in Home Economics. At present she is ft graduate 'on Third Street. Mary Virginia
—Sold on Very Easy Terms—
was given a special invitation Phi Lambda and
(Whayne) Bonekemper a n d
the South student at the University of Kentucky.
to plky the piano solo with Fulton 'Glee Club.
children, Bill and Julie of CinShe is a member of the Chi Omega sorority.
which she 'won the district con-'. . Sue has been active
cinnatti arrived Sunday for a
for many
Mr.
Fosset
t
the
is
son
of
Mrs.
Carl
F.
Stith
test at the Women's Club Fed- years in :church and youth
of Fal- visit. They were accompa
acnied
303 Walnut Street
mouth and the late Mr. Edward i Dudley Fossett. He is by Mrs. Irma Morris
eration Music Festival at Pa- ,tivities at Walnut Grove
Telephone 185
of Frankdurah recently She played Cho- dist Church She plans Metho- the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Waldron
of Titusto enter
pin's "Polonaise in B Flat" and UTME1 at Martin in Septem
•
ber ville. Florida and the late Mr. and Mrs. .1. E. Fossett,
for her encore she chose the where her sister, Diane,
is
also
a
of
Falmou
th.
lovely "Waltz in G Flat" by student Our best wishes
go. out
He is a graduate of Falmouth High School and attendChopin. The Hickman club pre- to such a deserving
young lady!
sented her with a beautiful
ed the University of Kentucky where he wat,a member
bracelet in appreciation for her - Another person who
certainly of Kappa Sigma Fiaternity. Mr. Fossett Atared the
.etforts
Marion
was accotn- deserves much recognition is Armed Forces in February and is stationed
at Port
ponied to Hickman by her Bobby (Rober
t
Dezonia of Carson, Colorado.
mother and dad, Mary Lou and Memphis. Bobby
is director of
A summer wedding wedding is planned.
Billie Blackstone.
public relations and alumni diLaNell Roman (Mrs A R.) rector for Memphi
s State Colpresented her music pupils in a lege. He will
and student personel.
take a year's leave Illinois at tirbana.
delightful recital Maraday eve- in September to
Bobby was born in Fulton and
work on a docBobby
will
study
on
32,000
a
ning at 8 o'clock. The piano tot's degree at
the University ot graduate assistantship gransed is the son of Harry Fields and
him through competitive exam- Monette Barber Dezonia. He is
ination. He will work in the married to the former Katherine
Hodgson and they have two
field of college administration
little daughters. His grand-

Comfort costs se little with
00R
FURNACE

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

do your shopping
in your own kitchen
with a...

KASNOW'S
SPECIALS

A Repeat of two sell-outs!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FOOD
FREEZER

WEEK-END
a‘Ir SPECIALS
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
LADIES OVERNIGHT BAGS

Bath Mat Set

Durable, 2-tone plastic covering !
18 x 21 inches !
Regularly $3.29 !

Model 6FK17

$1.99

•SIZE 18 x 30

• NON-SKID BACK
$1.49 VALUE

FRESH CUT GLADIOLUS
98c DOZEN

A special again
for
this weekend

1.00

ONE GALLON SIZE THERMOS JUG
ONLY $2.66

FRIDAY ONLY
ONE HOUR: 12 TO 1:00

With pouring spout !
Regularly $3.69

20 X 40 BATH TOWELS
4 FOR 1.00
We reserve the right to limit quantities)

BOYS PLAY SHORTS FOR SUMMER
3 FOR $1.00
50-FT PLASTIC GARDEN HOSE
‘Ftweogwuli:r;‘, B;;;;In
ONLY $1.11
Elastic waist, asst'd
colors and materials

BALDRIDGE'S
448-52 LAKE ST.

•

shop less often...
enjoy your favorite foods all year round
... buy when prices are lowest

FULTON

5-10-25c STORE

Sliding Storage Baskets simplify storage
by keeping food neatly arranged. Easy to
remove.

Vertical Wire Separators divide cabinet
Into sections for orderly arrangement of
packages
Cake and Pie Rock

stores pastry safely,
conveniently. One shelf for pies, another
for pie or cake.
Counterbalanced Lad saw

BENNETT
WALNUT ST.

apes whom

raised, leaving both hands free for loading or removing.
Fast-Freeze Compartment is extra cold
for quick-freezing. Refrigerated on all 3
sides and bottom.

enjoy a 1956 Hotpoint
Freezer
$3.50
for as
little as
A Week

ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 201

Elected
West Kentucky Beware If Joe Bates Is
1956
Joe Bates, a candidate for the United States Senate against Earle C.
Clements hasn't made many political
speeches in his behalf. Most of the
talking in this campaign has been
done by Mr. Bates' chief sponsors
Happy Chandler and Harry Lee Waterfield.
It has come to out attention, however, that Mr. Bates is still in the
race, and has one all-important issue
that he Ai-ants to settle at the polls on
May 29. Mr. Bates is much interested
in-having a man from Eastern Kentucky serve in the United States Senate so that he can break "the long
control Western Kentucky has exerted over Senate representation in Kentucky."
From a letter Mr. Bates wrote to
Mr. Duran Moore,k in Preston-burg,
Kentucky we gather that the East
Kentucky candidate resented the influence of the late Alben W. Barkley:
he's irritated at the influence Mr.
Willie Foster of Mayfield wields in the
present State Admiriistratton; he is
sick of the favors that_itave been
granted to West Kentucky. the Gibraltar of Democracy. If Mr. Beteg is
elected he intends to do something
about West Kentucky, and it is our
guess that he will forget all -about us.
We print herewith, verbatim, the
letter Mr. Bates wrote to Mr. Moore
and we'd like for you to judge for
yourself if Mr. Bates intends to work
for all of Kentucky, even if Happy
Chandler gives him some little crumb
of influence.
Here's the letter:
JOE B. BATES
for UNITED STATES SENATOR
State Campaign Headquarters
Southern Hotel, Frankfort, Ky.
Telephone 4-6616

Kentucky

complete his studies towardnowA
degree in Journalism, and sumfinds that he has to go to COITI
mer school right away to
plete some entrance require
omits that are needed for fail
to
registration. While -we hate
short,
see him go after such A raged
if pleasant stay, we encou ONE
It: a young fellow has only
eduopportunity to get a collegeget
it
cation, and he had better
while he can.

Once Kentucky loses its distilling
industry it will never come back.
The increased production tax saddled on the industry by the General
Assembly becomes effective May 18.
It may be the beginning of the end of
the distilling industry in Kentucky.
With the whiskey industry supporting 9,000 people in Nelson County and
1,100 people directly employed in it,
we shudder to think what our economic future will be without it. Distillery
employees out of work and business
dull is anything but a rosy picture.
If the industry is driven from the
state the Chandler Administration will
have to take the blame, The bill levying the additional tax need never have
become law in the first place. It
seems rather foolish to act, then ask
for advice. And that is what happened in the case of the additional whiskey tax measure. After it had been
passed and signed into law by the
Governor, he asked for a study of the
situation by his fiscal experts, Finance
Commissioner Dr. Martin and Revenue Commissioner Luckett. Their findings were to the effect that the additional tax would be harmful to an already over-burdened industry, and
they recommended taking it off. But
the special tax session ended recently
with the tax still on.
Governor Chandler may have e31)

"Where Is Daddy Now?"

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Kentucky
Post Office Box 41in
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was
Wiley
Frances
Mrs.
pleasantly surprised on May
23rd, when a number of friends
met in her home and spread a
dinner "fit for a queen," in
honor of Mrs. Wiley's birthday.
Those who had a share in th,
lovely affair were:
Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Rudd, Dr.
and Mrs.- R. T. Rudd, Dr. and
Mrs. Russefl Rudd, Mr. and Mrs.
G. H. Dawes, Mrs. W. S. Soulton, Mrs. George Osthoff, Stbve
Wiley, Mrs. Mattie Simmons of
Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. Wester
Rudd of Hickman and Mrs.
Wiley.
After dinner a most happy
afternoon was , spent, and all
left wishing Mrs. .Wiley many
more happy birthdays.
A shiftless man ,ii one who is
usually out of everyything except debt.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Satterfield and small son, 3. E., Miss
Louise and Edward Wolberton

The girls Jamor 4-1.1 demonstration teams will hold their
annual meet at- Cayce FriJay,
May 29. at 1:30 o'clock.
in
Mozzt of the girls not
Fulton County 1, in clothing.
tut the Cayce -1;H girls have
and will have some taxi exhibits.
—have
The sinh1in'z Is m
enrollment fees rai,1 to District
4-H Camp in July in Fulton.

New Three-Fuel
System Announced
By Standard Oil

about dying - God - and hea-

ven.
NO DOUBT thoughts of death disappeared quickly from Johnny's imaginative mind. But the thoughts that
occupied him as he stood at his father's grave on Memorial Day of last
year, will be in the minds of all of us
in a few days.
Memorial Day is a day for the living to think of the dead. On this day
in many parts of our country, people
come to their local cemeteries, not
from any morbid or ghoulish motives,
but simply to honor their dead.
ELSEWHERE in the country, Memorial Day observance is limited pretty
much to honoring the war dead alone
-- the men who died for their country.
But whether we honor just soldier
dead or all our loved ones, no man
can stop and think on Memorial Day
without remembering those who have
passed away, without wondering
where they are and how they are.
Have you ever noticed that we have
no Memorial Day for animals and pets.
even though they may have saved
men's lives. It sounds silly to mention
It, because we realize that animalF
cease to be after death.
BUT WITH MEN it is different.
We do remember them, because we
realize that death is not the end for

mat
v. h

BABY CHICKS (Thru June)
GLADIOLUS BULBS (Beautiful blooms)

FULTON HATCHERY
HONE 48?
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAII.Y—P

ENJOY

CLEARER

TV

PICTURES
Don't w aut for your
to fail completely before
you have it adjusted.
Save money, save time,
save your eyes by havine
minor adjustments made
right away. Phone us
now•

ROPER TELEVISION
306

MAIN STREET

PHONE 307

FULTON

don't have to look this
hard to see why Parisian

You

Laundry is tops in Laundry
ind Cleaning, Just phone 14

—regular, premium and a new,
still higher quality of motor
fuel at a third service-station
pump for the present and future

LET OK

FOR FURS, COATS, WOOLENS, ETC.
garment
storage "by the piece" is only 3% of the
of,
valuation. Our roomy, refrigerated, Fire-pro
moth-proof, humidity-controlled vault is the only
one of its kind in Fulton. We solicit your storage
business of all kinds.

OK LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS, INC.
PHONE 138

Tt10

Age
mak

tit

road.
Therefote, Standard Oil will
market three brands of gasoline

* We furnish the box (36 x 19x 11)
• Fill it full of woolens: then call us
We clean, store, insure everything safe
from moths, fire and theft.
• In the Fall, woolens will be returned
clean and ready for use. YOU PAY
NOTHING until FALL delivery!
Our $3.95 Box price includes insurance protection up to $250.00.
ADD CLOSET SPACE. . END STORAGE
WORRIES this easy way.
PHONE 130 TODAY and we'll bring a box
to you.

1;1,111
am

COM

Savings for the American
motorist are possible through a
three-grade system ' of marketing gasoline. W. G. Violette,
president Standard Oil Company (Kentucky). declared here,
and Standard Oil will introduce
such a system on June 15.
Violette.
According to Mr
automobile compression ratios
have increased so much in recent'' years that even existing
premium gasolines do not satisfy many of the new cars on the

END ALL OF YOUR STORAGE WORRIES
AT ONE LOW PRICE
FILL-A-BOX
S3.95

live
vie
of
and

clu
was

rrotored to Mayfield, Nloliday.

(Plus usual cleaning charges)

man.

SEED FOR LATE GARDENS

FILES:

MAY is, ion

pected to get the whisk
repealed through political maneuvering at the special tax session. But his
political expediency should have warned him that an emotional question,
-such as 'wet' and 'dry', is always dangerous. No doubt, he was trying to
use the promise of repeal of the tax
to club legislators from whiskey-pro-'
ducing counties into line to vote for
his full tax program. But the situation got out of hand and that ended
it.
Loss of the industry eventually will
be felt by every person living in Kentucky The tremendous amount of taxes going into the state treasury from
the distilling industry now would have
to be met some other way. About onefifth of the State's general fund reveey
nue comes from tax on legal whisk
manufacture. Its loss would certainly
n.
add to the individual's tax burde
increase
The new State income tax
will hit hard.enough.
s.
For the benefit of all Kentuckian
ler
Chand
rnor
Gove
that
it is hoped
session and
will call another special
l this inrepea
to
t
effor
make every
tax.
crease in whiskey production
not
does
tion
istra
Admin
Surely this
want the responsibility of driving the
industry from the State and distillery
workers from their jobs.
— (Bardstown Standard)

think

the News office and Radio Station WFUL will provide you upto-the minute results of the tabulations in Fulton and Hickman
Counties, as they are counted
. . . .direct from the courthouse*. WFUL, of course, will
keep its FM on the air during
the evening. Come down to- tbe
News office and watch the tabulation board e.and join the
crowd.

Decoration Day at Bat-dwell
Cemetery was fittingly. observed
Sunday, with a splendid program sponsored by the Lions'
Club of Bardwell.
U. S. SWiator Alben W. Barkley of Paducah was the principal speaker, and delivered an
eloquent address, paying tribute
'•
to the deceased.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

The Meaning of Memorial Day, 1956
THE WOMAN and the little boy
stood on the edge of the grass, looking down at the small piece of marble.
"Killed in action, Korea, 1951," it
read.
Suddenly the boy let go of the woy
man's hand."Mommy, where is Dadd
n
frow
ed
puzzl
a
,
asked
he
nowt."
face.
wrinining his upturned
a
The woman smiled at him for
was
boy
little
moment, realizimil her
the
asking this man-sized question for n
heave
in
is
y
first time. "Why, Dadd
soon
with God, Johnny, or at least he God
to
home
go
will be. All good men
and
when they die,' she answered him
ed_
watch
smiled again, as she

Don't forget that next Tuesday evening (election, day) both

majority of motorists, and will
continue to do so for some years
to come," Mr. Violette said. "By
introducing a third and higher
grade of gasoline.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO BUY!

THAN HG BACK THE CLOCK

Loss
Face More Taxes When Treasury Feels
ey tax increase

Thursday May 24, 1956

hAnt,

•

_IndustryleavingState And Kentu Iv_cy_citizens

•

Windage

March 20,
Mr. Duran Moore
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
Dear Duran,
By P. IR.
I am your eandidate for United
States Senator. I think it is time now
Jack Foy is back in town, and
for the mountains of Eastern Kenat work getting his tourist
hard
tucky to have a Senator from Our end
court in operating order out in
we
time
of the state. This is the first
Highlands. Had A nice visit
one
from
have had the opportunity to have ve - with Jack last week and
achie
1 can gather, he has plans.
boys
what
ain
mount
own
our
of
Jack's tittle 12-unit layoyut may
friend
this honor. I know that you as a
be outstripped by bigger courts
me
help
of mine will be anxious to
. .but it still retains one distinction. . . .it's the first and
gain this. endoldest here.
It will be a great pleasure and
hopor to me to be able to reraesent
Ray Hunter has leased the
s
yoTi in the Senate of the United State
ky new restaurant of the
-swan
proand
and to look after your needs
Park Terrace Motel on the Marblems with which only one of your • tin Highway and will be open
for business by the time you are
own people can be familiar. It will
e
activ
reading this, he tells us. In the
your
have
to
ly
please me great
meantime, Ray will continue to
help
support in our race and to have
his famous bar-b-q stand on
run
IN BREAKING THE LONG CONState Line too.
HAS
TROL WESTERN KENTUCKY
Our young neus editor of The
EXERTED OVER SENATE REPRENEWS and Station WITT-, Dick
SENTATION IN KENTUCKY.
Strub, will be leaving us after
With this letter comps warm good
week, to the regret of all
_next
wishes. I look forward to seeing you
concerned. Dick had planned to
leave in early September and
in the near future. I hope for your
rt.
suppo
e
activ
Cordially yours,
Joe B. Bates
'kJ() 11 THE
I,
Ed's Note:
P. S.: Mr. Bates, who supported
Happy Chandler last summer in exchange for Chandler's support this
year, didn't think so much of "our
mountain boys" getting honor, when
he lambasted Bert Combs in the Governor's race. Mr. Combs, a mountainboy, insisted on telling the truth in
last summer's campaign. Combs is still
hoin the mountains with the great
nor of having fought an honest, if a
losing campaign.

automobiles with higher-compression engines.
"Existing regular ana premium
grades of gasoline are doing an
outstanding job for the great

LATEST
NEW MODEL
not a s
dose-out!'

FULL SIZE
21 SERIES Ti

1.0"I
EASY
TERMS

THE PLAZA
MODEL 2220R 21 SERIES

Table television in smart mwoon

Color

America's Number One Quality TV!
You can't own a finer TV than ZENITH
\..rov Beautiful Matching
Big Wheel Base
makes It a consolette
at modest extra cost.

* Sig 260 square Inch rectangular
pLeture
* Special 'I Power Chasel• wit%
new miracle tuba automatically

nigulehis picter• Intensity
P•w•r Tranurcarm•r and
prollid halm Illiamonft

* Full

Prompt Servke! Terms to Fit Your Budget!
ROPER TV SERVICE
306 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 307

Ingo

ho
fine
and

and will
some years
e said. "By
and higher
i.

You Can Tell A Housewife From A Homemaker In Brownsville Club
By Mr.. Bonnie Williams
(Ninth in a Soriea)

dooms)

NE 487

ER

TV

rour

t

Goodness is never lost - no
!natter who performs it or
where — your name may not
live in history books, but influeoce can live in the memories
of your family, your friends
and your community. .
.This
we think of as we view back
some 19 years ago, when in 1939,
along
with
Mrs. Catherine
Thompson, Home Demonstration
Agent, the Brownsville Homemakers club was born.
The first meeting of the
club, the day it was organized,
was held at David's Chapel Baptist Church in the Brownsville
community. Afterward the meetings were held in the different
homes. As the year books are
filled out each year, the dates
and place of meetings are se-

lected for the following year,
each member having the privilege of selecting the month she
would like to be hostess.
Some of the charter members,
along with those who joined
within the first three years are
as follows.. Mrs. Bob Watson,
Mrs. Sallie Cotton, Mrs. Brady
James, Mrs. Will Young, Mrs.
Ben Barnett, Mrs. Mary Barnett, Mrs. Judge Jones, Mrs. Ed
Young, Mrs. Werter Conner,
Mrs. J. A. McCarty, Mrs. Guy
Barnett, Mrs. Lewis Lankford,
Mrs Pearl Matthews, Mrs. Bonner Williams, Mrs. Ruby Conner, Mrs. Willie Andrews, Mrs.
Clearance Young, Mrs. Pearl
Thomas, Mrs. Cecil Bernett,
Miss Pearl Williams and Miss
Leona Barnett. Of this number,
Miss Pearl Williams, Mrs. Will
Young and 14Irs Ben Barnett are
deceased.
Some of the later members

were Mrs Everett Griffin, Mrs.
Joe Myatt, Mrs. Hoyt Bennett,
Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. Joe
Parker, Mrs. Jessie Williams,
Mrs Cecil Caldwell, Mrs. Genie
Swarm, Mrs. John Barnett, Mrs.
Alfred- Graves, Mrs. Clara Watson, Mrs. Ann Freeman and
Mrs. J. L Decker. Of this number some have moved away,
some few have dropped out.
In these past 19 years the
club has accomplished quite a
few community projects. One
was when the club took over
the job of cleaning and beautifying of the Brownsville Cemetery, which was overgrown with
weeds and bushes, and made it
truly a place of beauty. Another
project was in helping to obtain
playground equipment for the
Graves School yard. It was
through the club that the David's Chapel Church grounds
were landscaped. They have

It requires the spirit of our
blessed Master to tell a man his
faults, and so risk human displeasure for the sake of doing
tight and
benefiting our race.
-- Mary Baker Eddy

AREA MOTORISTS
CAN JOIN SAFE
DRIVERS LIME

y before
djuated.
time,
v having
to made
lone us

INE 307

Insurance and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
BEE

Before you flare up at anyone's faults, take time to count
ten - - ten of your own.
Motorists in Fulton
were
- - Anonymous urged to enrol) in the nationCharles W. Burrow
wide "Safe Drivers' League" in
and
When a man
tries himself, support of President EisenhowCharles T. Cannon
the verdict is usually in his er's
Committee
for
Traffic
favor
E.W. Howe Safety to reduce highway accidents.
Drivers can join the League
by signing a pledge to drive
carefully and safely at all times.
Each motorist will receive a
safety reflector shield identifying him as • member of the
League, and a booklet, "How to
Drive and Stay Alive."
The League is being sponsored by the B. F. Goodrich Company and its retailers throughout the nation in an effort to
emAlhasiae the need for !more
careful di lying as a means of
cutting down traffic accidents.
"Last year, 40,000 persons
were killed in motor vehicle accidents. This was an increase of
2,300 over 1954's traffic fatalities, and more than the total
number of Americans killed in
the Korean War. This year, unless something is done to curtail accidents, even more Americans will lose their lives on the
highways."
The Safe Drivers' League is
designed to remind drivers continuously that highway safety
is each motorist's responsibility.
Each signed pledge will be
forwarded to the Safe Drivers'
League national headquarters
in Washington, D. C. for presentation to the President's highway
safety
committee. The
pledges are available at Charles
States B F. Goodrich Store.
Membership in the Safe Drivers' League is entirely free and
voluntary. "The only obligation
MARTIN HIGHWAY
SOUTH FULTON on the part of any Safe Drivers'
League member is to drive
safely at all times.
— PHONE 585 —

NOW!

COMPLETE
STOCKS

be-en active in rat sanitation, management, doing simple elechealth, and cancer campaigns.
trical jobs and others too nuThe club has "taken home" its merous to mention. One feat
lessons on practically every accomplished was by Mrs. Rodte,pic that has been offered. As ney Jones making a full roomyou enter each home you can size plaited rug.
It can be said that truly the
tell immediately which housewife is a homemaker. As you see "Brownsville
Homemakers
the rooms well balanced, furni- 'Club" has made its mark in the
ture arranged properly, kitchen homes and lives of all people
arranged for time and step sav- connected with it. Today the
ing, curtains are correct and club is very active with some
drapery appropriately matched le active members, with the ofwith the furniture, there is no ficers as follows: President, Mrs.
doubt that here lives a home- Pearl Thomas; Vice President,
maker. - You will see lamp Mrs. Guy Barnett; Secretary
shades, trays, furniture slip- and Treasurer, Mrs. Everett
covered, tools, pictures, desk Griffin; Recreation, Mrs. Joe
arrangements, throw rugs, both Myatt; Publicity, Mrs. Bonner
hooked and braided, all sorts of Williams.
baskets, planters made of brass,
The Leaders are: Home Mantable mats, waste baskets, and agement, Mrs. Joe Myatt and
no end of results of lessons Mrs. Everett Griffin; Landscape,
given by able leaders. There Mrs. Bob Watson; Crafts, Mrs.
have been lots of lessons on Myatt and Mrs. Griffin; Clothcooking, planning meals, home ing, Mrs. J. L. Decker; Foods,

Dear Editor:
Many of us have felt a pang
of regret when we found ourselves unable to spare funds to
help a worthy cause.
Yet there is one cause—the
cause of needy children and
their families—to which we can
give real assistance without
having to go any further than
our clothes closets. Thousands
of youngsters in our own United
States and overseas are desperately in need of good, used
clothing Possessing little more
than a few tattered garments,
many boys and girls are unable

even to attend school.
The Save the Children Federation, of which I have the
honor to be a Nationad Sponsor
and a Board Member, is appealing for clean wearable clothing
to help needy children and
adults. Your readers can render
a wonderful service by sending
such clothing to:
Save the Children Federation,
Dept. N,
Ault Road ancLRotledge_Pike
Knoxville, Tennessee
The cool autumn and bitter
winter months may seem a long
way off. But by sending clothing
now, your readers can be sure
that coats, shoes, jackets and
dresses will be available to provide warm protection for needy
boys and girls when bad weather

sets in.
Sincerely yours
Faith Baldwin

Mrs. J. A. McCarty; Home Furnishing, Mrs. Guy Barnett; Citizenship, Miss Leona Barnett and
Reading, Mrs. Lewis Lankford.
In our reading lessons over
the .years .we have traveled
through foreign countries and

our own country and
of Kentucky.
This brings our club Lilly upto-date with the hope that there
will be a Homemakers Club as
long as there is a Brov.nvulle
community.
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Do FALSE TEETH
Rock. Slide or Slip?
FABTEKTH. an Improved powder to
be sprinkled on upper or lower plates.
holds false teeth more firmly in
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gurruny,
o.i/ev, pasty taste or feeling. Taa1 fi LI alkaline loon-acid) Doss
not sour Checks "plate odor (denture breach) Oct 11PA3110r111 at any
drug counter.

il

Hearing Aid Bat teries(

1

Complete Line
For all makes of bear 1 ;.4 aids!'
Visit our Hearing Alt) i),•;).irt
tnent at your first opt. !unity.

CITY DRUG CO. t.
i
I" .ine 70

108 Lake Street

No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

Worldk imst popular

POWER sn'ERING?

Tune to WFI.71. for local news

SIZE
ES Ti

Buick lboaoakasrta

1171
.1

UvERY YEAR, more and more new
-11J cars are equipped with Power
Steering. Many a man has bought
it -for the wife"-then wondered
how he ever got along without it.

SY

if you have in mind a new car
with Power Steering consider this

Anil

tMS

the beginning of last year,
Buiek has sold far more new cars
equipped with Power Steering*
than any other car -over 20,000
more in 1955 alone.
fa
S i:itee
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FOR RESERVATIONS WRITE THE PARK OF YOUR CHOICE

That's the record-and the reasons
for it are just as impressive.
Buick brings you In-Line Safety
Power Steerbag. In addition to the
one-finger ease of turning common
to all such systems in varying degree,
It has several distinct advantages.
It gives you surer, steadier, safer
onntrol at highway speeds-because
It retains that good natural leer of
the road.
CHICIC YOUR CAR-CHICE ACCIODITS

On the other hand,it gives you more
power assist when you need it most
-at crawl speeds and at full stop.
I iere, BWck's Power Steering makes
wheel turning nearly twice as easy
as other types of systems.
Add another plus: this Buick feature
works through the new Buick front
end -where a unique new geometry
and steering linkage bring a sweet
new response and a wonderfully
easy handling and a surer "sense of
direction" even to new Buicks not
equipped with the power system.

So there you are-and here we are,
waiting to prove it all to you.
Waiting, also, to let you try the new
thrills to be had in Buick's advanced
new Variable Pitch Dynaflowiwhere getaway response and gas

6-Passenger 1-Door Eviero

mileage both step up even before
you switch the pitch.
And waiting to show you how the
highest power yet, the sweetest ride
yet and the boldest styling- yet-all
help to make this bright new beauty
the Best Buick Yet.
Today is fine with us. How about
you?
*Buick's In-Line Safety Power Steering
Is standard on Road master and Super,
optional at moderate extra cost on
"
- her Series.
thlewAdvancedVariablePilchDynaflow
Is the only Dynaflow Buick builds
today. It is standard on &umlaut:ter,
Super and Century-optional at modest
extra cost on the Special.
AIRCONDITIONING
at a
COOL NEW LOW PRICE
If cools, filtort, dehumidifies.
Get 4-Sooson Comfort in your
new Buick with geenuino
FRIGIDAIRE CONDITIONING

Bastkick Mt
WINN UTNE AUTOMOBILES ASS BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD Tlint
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Friday — Saturday and Sunday
(One 3-day show weekly)

Ginger Rogers
Gene Tierney

* CLEMENTS
(Continued from Page 1)
paign
Other stops of the motorcade
in the immediate area are as
follows:
950 a. in. — Motorcade leaves
Bardwell for Clinton via U. S.
51 — 15 miles.
9:50 a. m. — Rally starts at
Clinton Courthouse.
1015 a. m. — Senator Clements -stops at Clinton Courthouse.
10:30 a. m. — Motorcade leaves
for Hickman. via Highway .127
through Moscow and Cayce -and
Ky. 94 to Hickman — 20 miles.
10:40 a. m. — Rally starts at
Hickman downtown.
11:00 a. m. — Senator Clements stops at Hickman.
11:20 a. m. Motorcade leaves
for Fulton via Hickman 94 —22

THURS. - FRI.. MAY 24-25
NIGHT OF THE HUNTER
Robt Mitchum Shelley Winters
RYMER PATROL
an
Richard
With
SATURDAY, MAY 28
(Three Features)
SASKATCHEWAN
Shelley Winters
Alan Ladd
I COVER THE UNDERWORLD
Joan Jordan
With
THUNDER OVER THE PLAINS
SUN. - MON.. MAY 27-28
COURT MARTIAL OF
BILLY MITCHELL
Gary Cooper
With
— Plus —
QUEEN BEE
Joan Crawford. Barry Sullivan
--TUES - WED..- MAY 29-30
LADY AND THF. TRAMP
A Cartoon feature
— Plus —
THE FIGHTING KE.
Vera Raist
John Wayne

Democratic Voters of the
Seventeen Counties of Western
Kentucky. comprising the First
Congressional District, Tuesday,
May 29, is primary election day.

and Bertha Mitchell, all of Ful.
miles.
ton.
at
starts
Rally
12:30 p. m. —
Fulton on Main Street.
12:45 p. m. — Senator Clements speaks 20 minutes at Ful1:
ton.
1:10 p. m. — Motorcade leaves
It'
Fulton via State Line Road to
Dukedom; Dukedom to Pilot
Oak; Pilot Oak to Lynnville;
IllcA:
Lynnville to Tri City; Tri City
to Mayfield.THURSDAY
1:30 p. m. — Rally starts at
FOLLIS OF 195,
PARIS
Mayfield Courthouse.
-AND
Clem
Senator
—
.1 50 p. m.
ALIVE
MAN
30
T
TOUGHES
Mayfield
at
ents speaks
minutes.
FRIDAY & SAT
DEBRA PAGET
The following were patients
Wednesday
in the local hospitals
morning: Fulton Hospital
Billy Vaughn, celu,us.
Mrs. Clyde Smith. Charleston,1
Mo.; Pete Barnette, Hickman;;
Mrs. Julie Coolor, Cr chfielk.
Mrs. L. R. Jones. Clinton Mrs.
Rupert Gardner. Water Valley;
Luther Pickens, Wingo; Ma el
Day. Bailey Roberts, Mrs.
ward Benedict, Mrs. L. C.
Brown, Mrs. Ozie Cooper, Mrs. '
W B ; Thomas. Route 4, I. B.
Cook, B. B. Stevenson. Mrs.
John Noffel, Mrs. Margaret Fry,
Mrs. Rose Smith, all of Fallon;
A. G. Hart, Lynnville, Ky.
Haws Memorial —
Mrs. Marjorie O'Malley, Mrs.
Tom Winston, Martin. Tenn.:
Mrs. Melvin Cooper. Calvert
City. Ky.: Mrs. Ernest Morgan,
Rt. 2, Water Valley: Mrs A. B.
Cowell, Elvis Babb. Mrs. Paul
Chambers. Mrs. Roberta Owens,
Mrs. J D. Miller. Mrs Opal Ful-her, Georg, Rushton. Mrs
Charl"s Pritchett and baby. Rt
4 Fulton. Kv.
Jones Hospital -Mr. and Mrs. Carl Britton.'
toel Errington. Roy Fields. Mrs
Curtis Lovelace. Mrs C. M
rig t:—Lynn Robertson. Roger
Dale Casho” Mrs. George Webb

desperate. They are grabbing at
a straw. They know that the
people if and when they are
fully informed will vote for Elwood Gordon over Gregory by
ten to one.

Farmers, even though next
Either Elwood Gordon of Ben- Tuesday is the busiest day in
ton or Noble J. Gregory of May- the . year, go to your polling ;
field will be nominated at U. S. place and cast your vote for a
Representative. The one nomi- farmer. Vote for Elwood Gornated will be unopposed in the don, vote against Noble J
Gregory as he has consistently
final election. If Elwood Gordon voted against you for the last
As nominated, we iii the First 20 years in Congress.
District will have a young, energetic, honest, qualified, sober
Laborers, even though you
rind discreet representative of have to miss some time from
#11 the people. If you return work on next Tuesday, go to
the polls and east your vote for
Noble J. Gregory you may ex- Elwood Gordon, a Union Pipenoth'do
of
pect the same type
fitter and vote against Noble .J
ing for the people" Gregoryism Gregory who has voted against
that you have had for the last the working man in Congress 8
20 years. Mr. Gregory's failure out of 9 times since 1947.
to associate with the people of
the District prevents his knowPeople who believe in educaing what the legislative needs of tion for yourself or for (your
the people are, and his lack of children and who are qualified
education and- the ability pre- to vote, go to the polls on next
vents his getting anything done Tuesday and cast your vote for
for the people. Mr. Gregory a man who thought enough of
worked for a Mayfield banker education to work his way
when he went to Congress and through college on the janitor's
in the 20 years that he has been force and who finished law
there he has not changed bosses, school. Cast your vote for Eljust pay masters. The people of wood Gordon for U. S. Reprethe District are paying Noble sentative Vote against Noble•J.
Gregory $25,000 per year and Gregory,
who
think
didn't
he is working against them in- enough of educational training
them.
stead of _for
to go to college even though he
had a brother in the U. S. ConMr. Gregory voted himself a gress and one of the best colpension but voted against pen- leges in the country • in. the
*ions and bonus for Veterans. adjoining county.
Mr. Gregory voted to take excess profits tax off Corporations,
Democratic voters, don't let
but he has helped double the anything stop you from going to
individual's income tax since he vote for Elwood Gordon on bissct
has been in Congress. He has Tuesday. Mr. Gordon is ...lifespent his time trading inside in- long Democrat, who believes in
formation, on tax legislation, to the principles of the Derdeleratic
company executives for inside Party. Vote against Noire J.
information on their company's Gregory of Mayfield, whols a
dividend intentions and as a re- Democrat in name only. Noble
sult has become immensely rioh Gregory, in Congress, has contrading on the stock market.
sistently voted with the Reactionary Moss Back Faction of
and
Party
Republican
Mr. Gregory has introduced the
only one bill in the 20 years against the Democratic leaderthat he has been in Congress ship. Mr. Gregory voted against
and consequently, has no record the Demoqratic leadership in
to run on. He must run on the Congress. when Alben W. Bark-demerits of his opponent, if ley, one of the greatest Demothey have any, and if they don't, crats of all times, was majority
he and his high-paid profes- leader of the United States Sensional falsefiers will pretend ate.
Gregory,
Noble
have.
they
through his hatchet men, are
Voters, don't be misled by
slinging the same old 1941 po- minute campaign propaganda.
litical mud at Elwood Gordon Noble Gregory has been in Conthat they did in the race be- gress almost twenty years and
tween these two men for this if his record would bear inspecsame office eight years ago. The tion and warrant approval, he
people then who knew Elwood would be running on it.
Gordon best voted for Elwood
Vote next Tuesday for Elwood
Gordon. The people who knew Gordon and let's break up the
Noble Gregory best voted for Mayfield Political Machine that
Gordon. Birmingharp has had a strangle hold upon
Elwood
Precinct lot Marshall County the people of the First Congresthere Elwood Gordon's grand- sional District for the last 30
/other lived, where Elwood years. If Elwood Gordon does
Gordon's father was born and not make a good Congressman,
raised and where Elwood Gor- we will change him at the end
don played and grew up as a of his two year term.
boy. gave Elwood Gordon every
vote that WRS cast except one.
See and hear Elwood Gordon
In Lowes Precinct in Noble
Gregory's home county, Elwood on KFVS TV, Channel 12, Cape
Gordon got two votes to Noble Girardeaux, Friday, May 25, at
Gregory's one Noble Gregory 530 to 5:45 p m. Standard Time.
(Paid Political Adv.)
and his henchmen have become

ROBERT TAYLOR
"THE LAST HUNT"
Color Ai CinemascOpe
SATURDAY ONLY
2nd Feature Added
BOWERY BOYS
"CLIPPED WINGS"
Attend Sat - See Roth ,

SUNDAY

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
FUN FOR ALL ! !
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

RAIDERS"

GALA, HOWLARIOUS,
ALL
"COLOR
ZANY
CARTOON CARNIVAL"
S - CARTOON IN ALL

— STARRING —
AUDIE MURPHY
MORE LAUGHS, MORE
BRIAN DONLEVY
FUN FOR ALL, Be Here
SCOTT BRADY

JAMES CAGNEY
TributeTo A Bad Man

aliamaroamm*O ,stioadoia
MI MIPS SURD Ikall X IIMMI
it-PDX

MON DA Y
TUESDAY

RuSANNA Pt/M.:STA
'HELEN OF TROY"
Co or & Cinetuascope

PLUS: LATEST PARAMOUNT NEWS:
CARTOON)
THAT'S MY MOMMY (COLOR

un - 2:03-4:25-6:45-9:05
Mon-To s - 6:45 - 9:05

Tip To
TRADE-1N On Your
Living Room Suite

ANN SHERIDAN
" IN •

"COME NEXT
SPRING"
SUN — MON — TUES — WED
The Stars of "Blackboard Jungle" "Marty and
"On The Waterfront" Clash in An Overpowering Drama

ATURE
!!
URDAY
,RIOUS,
COLOR
VIVAL"
N ALL
MORE
le Here

AY

LATEST RECORDS I

• Notebook

TRI-CITY DRIVE-IN
I'llURSDAY

FRIDAY

Law And Order
I
In Technicolor

Malone
•

on the battlefield looked at that
pore ole lady private and they
say: "Go back home to yore
puppy, girlie, you know you
ain't fittin' to be in this man's

I married on May 29 he's gonna
take all that dowry back and
say. . . ."You don't want my
hair-lip daughter, I don't give
you no dowry."
Pappy's keeping his dowry
Army."
until June. Nobody gets notion'
So Josephus tells pappy, start till
June, which you know is the
lieing
again
pappy, nobody month of brides, but
Peppy set
loves me, but you and Harriet
the wedding date for May 29,
Lena And Josephus knows Harand he's stuck with all the inviriet Lena don't care nuthin'
tations out. But you know Papneither
py, after the wedding he'll say,
.Pappy is still slinging the I didn't issue those invitations,
dowry around, but he ain't so wihat you folks talking about.
loving as he was when he first Yea, that's Pappy
started. He's got an axe in his
And so nobody's living haphand and if Josephus don't get pily with Pappy. Harriet Lena
is expecting, Josephine Learyful (of her daddy) is making
hay While the sun shines and
Josephus
Batesy
just don't
know if any of the kin-folks
The
are going to the wedding. Poor
Josephus Batesy.

(Continued from Page 1)
about.
One day Josephus made a
I r Atitni Brands in Popular Rea0,,o. Billy billy, Rhythm, Blinn speech She was supposed to
talk a long time about herself,
but Peppy takes the microphone
CITY ELECTRIC
i ornmerclal
Phone 401 and talks six times longer than
Josephus. So Josephus wakes up
the next morning and realizes
her peppy ain't so popular no
more and Josephus goes to her
puppy's battlefield and saYs:
"Don't' shoot me please, folks,
itiway 94 between Tri-Clty
if you just make me what my
and Lynnville
peppy wants me to be, I'll leave
Under new management)
him high and dry" But the folks
Modern Conarssion stand

PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT

SATURDAY ONLY

Murder Is My Beat
Bat barn Peyton
— Plus —

IS NOW OPEN

'Wings Of The Hawk
}I, !lin
Julia Adams

We invite you to drop in and dine with us.

In Technicolor

soimmS

103
mmin.

•

SUNDAY ONLY

The Americano
LOCATED on the Martin Highway adjoin-

Ursula Theiss
In Technicolor
WI.:11N1ZEDAY

ing the beautiful new Park Terrace Motel

6 Bridges To Cross
1 ,#tiv Curtis

Julia Adams

Wes-Tends_Garden-of -Bargains

a
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LADIES RAYON PANTIES
Pastels and White — — Sizes 111 and L

was lovely in a beautiful brocaded
white taffeta, ankleIi ngth gown. She carried a
white prayer book, topped with
a lovely bridal bouquet of
feathered carnations and tiny
blush pink rosebuds.
Miss Betty Faye Peeples of
Fulton, the bride's only attendant, was attired in light blue
printed polished cotton.
Virgil Covington of Fulton
served the groom as best man.
Ilshers were Jerry Counce and
Max Harris of Fulton.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Killebrew wore a navy
blue linen sheath, with white
accessories. Her corsage was of
white carnations. '
The groom's mother Mrs.
Butts, wore a grey spring print
of silk Shantung. She wore a
corsage of white carnations.
Immediately
following
the
ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Butts
left on an unannounced wedding
trip.
For traveling, Mrs. Butts wore
a brown linen sheath dress,
with green accessories, and the

SAVING PLAN
-at No Coat to You!
Save While You Spend At

Limited

Quantity !

Broken Sizes; fast Colors
$

LADIES SLEEVELESS
BLOUSES
Pastel and White

1.00

LADIES
SHORTS
rge selection !
Latest styles
Sizes S-M-C

1.98

CITY DRUG CO.
408 LAKE STREET
seneetunillIMNIMIR

Come In And See Our New

Super Performance
FAMOUS
COLMAN
FOCI-SAVING
FEATURES

in

slit.
FLOOR —
NUM NO
11ASIMINT

Sizes 32 to 38

99c
MEM'
SPORT SHIRTS

110 WOK

athletic support. Hygienic
double-thick seat. Highly

NO
R°Z1

absorbent cotton. Heat-resistant
elastic in waistband and
leo openings.
89c

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gm
Aoor-furnsee can dc., until you

,. fed neck that can't sat.
98c

see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCE!New power;
niw fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low pries.

•son than yes

1.19 UP

HANES

Visit us today I

Wes-Tenn Dept. Stores
Martin, Tenn.

•

WIZARD 20-FT FREEZERS
$298°°
(Regularly sell for $329.95)

Western Auto Associate Store
Hoene-Olened and Operated by Thad Fagan

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Up To 3 Years To Pay; Tams
As Easy As $1.23 Per Wish

'GRAHAM
FURNRRE CO
Walnut
St

N. Phone 18

•

Fulton

To Fulton County DEMOCRATS-ay 29th Is Priniary Election Day
and we have 2 candidates to choose from:-

1. Incumbent, Noble Gregory
of Graves County — — — — with a record !

2. Elwood Gordon
of Marshall County

with a record !

MR. GREGORY is well known to us, and his record is'known. He invites inspection of his record both in private and public life
MR. GORDON,TOO, HAS A RECORD. . . a portion of which we call to your
attention. The record below is in the office of the Marshall County (Ky.) Circuit Court Clerk and is easily available. The book and page dates are given below:
COMMONWEALTH ORDER BOOK 2 PAGE 203, MARSHA LL
COURT, returned by the grand jury on October 28, 1940.

CIRCUIT

I. No. 1136 against Elwood Gordon f or feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Commonwealth of Ken tucky. Released on $300 bail.
2. No. 1137 against Elwood Gordon for failure as County Court Clerk to ccilect usage tax on motor vehicle
eleas-ed on $200 bail.
3. No. 1138 against Elwood Gordon for making an illegal charge as a public
officer. Released on $200 bail.
4. No. 1139 against Elwood Gordon for feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Released on $300 bail.
5. No. 1140 against Elwood Gordon for failure as County Court Clerk to collect usage tax on a motor vehicle. Released on $200 bail.

COMMONWEALTH ORDER BOOK 2, PAGE
215,
COURT, returned by grand jury on March 27, 1941.

MARSHALL

CIRCUIT

1. No. 1160 against Elwood Gordon for feloniously misappropriating funds
belonging to the Commonwealth of Ken tucky. Released on $500 bail.
DISPOSITION OF ABOVE
No. 1136, trial on March 26, 1941, "Not Guilty" by jury.
No. 1137, 1138, and 1139 dimissod on motion of Commonwealth.
No. 1141, trial on March 27, 1941, found "Guilty" by jury.

Features! Nylon-reinforced

birpnel tw—pt

(Regularly sell for $279.95)

--

No. 1140, trial on March 27, 1941, found "Guilty" by jury.

Say one word•—lianes—
and you'll get all these Fig Leal

Amen . a s favorite T shut with Nylon-

(By Town Topic)
Large Selection of Styles,
Colors. Sizes S-M-L

WIZARD 15-FT FREEZERS
$258(4

6. No. 1141 against Elwood Gordon for Failing and refusing as County Court
Clerk to enforce the provisions of law requiring the licensing of motor vehicles.
Released on $200 bail.

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

the briefer
the better!

orchid from her bridal bouquet.
Upon return from their wedding trip, the young couple will
make their home in Fulton,
where Mr. Butts is connected
with the Harvey Caldwell Office
Supply Company.

Best," presentation of the class
by Kendred Winston, and presentation of diplomas by Frank
Beadles.

Special Purchase!
"While They Last"

LET US SHARPEN
YOUR MOWER

"TINY.BOND"

LADIES COTTON
DRESSES

Bennett, valedictory by Janet
Thirty - seven Fulton High Allen, the address by Dr. H. H.
School graduates in the class of Boston of Union University in
1958 will receive their diplomas Jackson entitled "Life At Its
at Carr Auditorium Thursday
night in the fifty-third annual
commencement exercises at 8
o'clock.
Included in the program will
be the invocation by Bro. John
Laida of the First Baptist
Church, salutatory by Diane

In a lovely wedding ceremony
performed Sunday afternoon, DON'T LET YOUR DULL
May 20, at 4:30 o'clock St the
Central Church of Christ in LAWN MOWER SET YOU DOWN
Fulton, Miss Patsy Killebrew
became the bride of James
Butts. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William KilleWe guarantee Mat your lawn mower
brew of Fulton, and the groom
will push easier, cut emoodser, and
y sharp longer than when new.
is the son of Mrs. Emma Butts
.ad make gram cutting a pleasure
and the late Talmage Butts of
when storginvid oa our new Model
"B" Universal Lawn Mower Grinder.
Fulton.
We can grind any mowed' from a .
S
The impressive double-ring
edam to a 50" power mower.
ceremony was performed by
karmissd
Estisfactee
Fast Wes •
Bro. Don Kester of Murray,
SPECIALIZED SERVICE
former minister of the church 207
Commercial
Phone 559
before the altar which was beauAuthorized Clinton Service
tifully decorated with symmetrical arrangements of white
gladiolus and mock orange.
Pre-nuptjal music was rendered by Miss Margarite Cashon, of Fulton. She sang "At
Dawning" before the cereriiony
and "The Lord's Prayer," as the

JOIN OUR

5 PAIRS '1.00
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MISS PATSY KILLEBREW
WEDS JAMES BUTTS
AT CHURCH OF CHRIST

benediction.
'Kiss
was—eiven in marriage by her .father,

4

Stage Is Set For
Fulton Graduation

No. 1160, charge reduced to takingpr
ps
erty without felonious intent, defendant
TA E
entered plea of "Guilty". June 24, 1941.

Mr. Gordon has expressed consider& ble interest in the lowering of individual income taxes. Evidently he took it o n himself to do this withouZ permission
of the Federal Government for on July 8, 1948, in the Record of Encumbrance
Book 2, Page 223, Marshall County Court Clerk's office, a lien was filed by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue on his property for failure to pay income taxes in
excess of $18,000.

These Are Plain, Cold Facts
The records are public records. On com parison of these records we shifuld decide who can best represent us in Congress and who can best secure the confidence and cooperation of other congressmen in matters of vital interest to the
First District.

FULTON DEMOCRATS INTER ESTED
GOVER NMENT
Paid Political Adv

IN

GOOD, CLEAN

to her home Saturday after

PRESIDENT DONOVA.N
WILL ADDRESS GRADS

24, 1956
Page 8 The Fulton News Thursday May

News
From
The

TELEPHONE FOLKS

•

Helen Campbell, formerly an
employee of our office is now
working as a PBX operator in
the Parkway Hospital, Dyersburg, Tent, visited our office
Saturday.
Mary Frances Roberts and
Tortunie Nell Gates attended

•est err.
••••
II.Mesa

The NEWTOWN GAZETTr:.-,,..--

H-Bomb Wipes Out New Zo".7,3

University of Kentucky Presportions of the spectacular CotH. L. Donovan. who asked
ident
last
ton Carnival in Memphis
that he be relieved of his duties
week.
September of this year, will
We had several darling little by
be the principal speaker at UK's
visitors this week. Among them
annual commencement program
were David Robey, Deborah on Monday, May 28. Approximly
Bever
,
Cloys
a
Wilm
Williams,
University students
ately 800
Binle and Margaret Walker's will bts awarded degrees at the
.
sister
and
little brother
bny.
Bon voyage to Mrs. Ruth cerem r a new arrangement
Unde
Cloys who left Saturday for
started last year, the 1956 comPerry, Florida.
t activities at UK will
We send our get well wishes mencemen
around a single
ed
to Mr. Damon Vick of St. Louis, be group
a week - end. Alumni Day events
in
ved
invol
was
who
Mo.,
are scheduled on Saturday, May
serious accident last week and
h
26, baccalaureate services will
Josep
St.
the
in
t
is a patien
held on Sunday. May 27, and
be
Mr.
Mo.
es,
Charl
St.
Hospital,
commencement program on
the
r
Barbe
Janie
to
Vick is an uncle
ay will cqnclude the afMond
of our office.
fairs.
vacaThose enjoying their
tions this week are Mary Anderson and Wanda McClanahan.
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Mrs. Ebner Walston

son, Wayne. Tuesday night.
on
Mrs. Lela Bennett of Clint
spent Satsirday night and Sunday with her piece, Mrs. John
Howell. and Mr. Howell.
ps
• Mr. and Mrs. Carl Philli
,
spent Friday with his sister
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eus.kessid so his dog. -Rover, bring
mast doer And lover walkesi
es up of Imo inner sod carried it
ek.
r

. ! Rat be cried
RaMserpmed

k•A•kk awl again. And the same thing

Next dey, Joe took his pal
4. . Whets be shot • duck.
•sidit'
be mid. Magee. bring nu thet duck'"
And lout walked out on sop of the
mum and Gerrie(' k beck.
'Mae.- Joe gasped, "Did you
mike earleing stranger
/aka damethe for a moment -Now
est yen mastion k, I did," be said
"Mist cresy dog of yourn cain't swim
worth•darn I"
*
*
*
These &yor e lot of huntin' takes
pions — especsaly in the Wear—on
tree foam, with the fullproval
of the tree-farm owners. Whenever
their, let hunters use their
end In some cases even pro' vide cabins for the bunters' use. In
Mum they mit the sportsmen to
' be careful ta0e to damage any properly. nod be 'specially careful with
ire and marches.
*
*
*
One good thieg 'bout tree farming
k, you csa barren your trees in any
MOOG ^sod Whin] you have the time
end latxx evailabk. Meet fellers mark
she trees they pion to cut with a bliire
smirk or paint I use paint myself Ks easier to see. I hie white paint.
bat yellow and blue are good colors.
too. And I always lace to know where
rm Cie tO sell my trees beforehand,
and re a written agreement if possible, 'cause that often saves mistAkts
In cumin'.
*
fr
*
Fellers who have only •few trees
usually use a CtOSSCUt saw and an
axe. Fellers with more trees gen'rally use a power saw. In cutting a
tree, I always start out with a
notching cut, on the side facin' the
direction I want the tree to fall.
'Course, I can only influence the
direction to • certain extent If a
tree is leanits' north, it generally
won't fall south. Not unless you use
a wedge or rope, the way a tree
surgeon does.
•
Well, I could go on like this all
night, but 1 don't want to bore you.
I guess you've heard what Alexander
Woollcott once ;old a bore, after list:min' to the feller for a solid hour.
-Excuse me," he said, -my leg has
gone to sleep. Do you mind ill loin

=41:2

Dormitory Space
At Martin College
Now Being Assigned

is going
e man is right. Here is why our new sign
IN
GRA
M
FRO
UE
VAL
G
DIN
FEE
to mean MORE
rs:
farme
you
for a lot of
it
1. You bring your grain. We grind and .mix
with Purina Concentrates.
nz..- 's
2. You select the rat ions you want from Puri
.
Book
ulas
Form
new Check-R-Mix Approved
of
bass
few
a
only
se
becau
The cost is low
Concentrate are added per ton.
3. This service is backed by Purina experience
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Concentrates- far more than any other brand.
ce
Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast servi
comour
...
g
... our accurate grinding and mixin
plete list of Approved Formulas. We believe you will
like our fast Check-R-Mix Service and will come
back often.

PANY
S FEED AND SEED COM
REED BRO
ne 620
Pho
ege Street
413 Coll

'
SERVIC'

it ?So long. See
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you next week!
*
*

wruL

for local news

•

and women to the Dean of
Women's Office for housing information and reservations.

'Tune to WIrt.TL Tor Local News

men's and
Space in both
women's residence halls at the
1,roversity of Tennessee, Knoxvine, is now being assigned for_ABM
the summer quarter liegiritibig
on June 11.
An types of Insurance
Students planning to attend
SAVE ! GET (it)r
the summer have been urged to

=

•••

JOIVIS011_—

now in
request reservations
order to assure desired accommodations. Tennessee residents
are given priority over out-ofstate students in housing reservations.
Men should write to the U-T
Office of Men's. Residence Halls.

PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"

bourbon. Prom

He
of being re-elected as U. S. Senator.
zes
knows the problems ahead. He reali
d to
that constant, untiring effort is neede
ill
He
s.
ckian
Kentu
serve the interests of
fully aware of his grave responsibilities.

pleasing sip you'll

see

only BEAM tastes like BEAM
only BEAM tastes so good.

EAM

4/5 Qta. - $5.94
Pta. - $3.95

Selection of men for position of high ripto th•
sponsib-ilify should be left only
qualithe
fore,
There
ion.
PEOPLE for decis
y
briefl
art
nt,
Cleme
C.
fications of Earle
th•
study
may
you
that
presented here so
record.

HE KNOWS THE IMPORTANCE OF WELFARE AND
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
These programs have a strong supporter in F.arle Elements. While
child welbe was Governor, vast improvements were made for
ns s.rre
pensio
age
Old
tions.
CAI('
institu
,
health
fare, mental
raised 5.4 per cent.
ENT
NI CONSTANTLY PROMOTES KENTUCKY'S DEVELOPM
pHr has provided impor Ian( leadership for the economic develo
t
ment of our state_ "I he kzriculture and Industrial Developmen
Park
and
ion
promot
tourist
the
state's
d
and
create
Board was
Ihvelopment program u ere started while he was (lovernor. Kenmic
tucky needs him in the Senate to help advance its econo
welfare.
HE'S A LEADER IN CONSERVATION AND FLOOD CONTROL
Kentucky made great ads anees in soil conservation, flood control,
forestry, pollution abatement and wildlife ronsersation under
Earle Clements as Governor. As U.S. Senator, he has been effective in getting flood control and water development projects for
our state, and was, with the late Senator Barkley, the sponsor
of new legislation to develop the small watersheds.

HE HAS HELPED DEVELOP ELECTRICAL POWER POP KENTUCKY
Earle Clements believes Kentucky needs more electric power
. As Goverto promote industry and serve rural and city people
nor, be developed friendly working relationships between public
and private power grasps. In Conger's and u Governor, he has
always been • consistent supporter of RF.A.

V/ Pte. -
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111_I
.
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1-","-rHY OF YOUR TRUST

WAN BOTTLED IN 10110 100

you

T IS YOUR SENATOR A MAN WHO GETS THINGS DONE
THERE IS THE RECORD. YOU DECIDE IF YOU WAN
WITHOUT BROKEN PROMISES. CONSIDER SERIOUSLY A
—AGGRESSIVELY, QUIETLY, SUCCFSSFULLY AND
MAN WHO IS FOR THE PEOPLE.

nut6YEAR, OLD

.8

Now it is up to YOU,the people, to decide
if this man has the experience, the appre
cter
chara
the
,
needs
ciati,)n of Kentucky's
and the national standing to best serve

level:
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ents has served th• people of Kent
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l.
—Ear
ience
exper
d
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of
Years
or and Governor.
ty judge of Union County. STATE ...as State Senat
LOCAL ...as sheriff, county clerk and coun
Senator.
FEDERAL... as U. S. Representative and U.S.
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Men and women who work for a living
Governor, he has apas
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HI LOOKS OUT FOR LABOR

your first

1923 Keybven 11.4141wg,

- that
all Kentuckians for high position

as county judge,
Earle Clements started his fight for good roods
r. lie started Kentucky's
Senato
and
nor
(;over
as
it
ued
and contin
r, he is pushing inexpanded rural roads program. As 'senato
projects as well as for
creased federal aid for state roads and city
the interstate system of highways..

any other bottled in 'woad

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUND

Earle C. Clements is a man who Ls-and
and
always has been -deeply interested in
is
life
responsive to all Kentuckians. His
dedicated to you, the people.
Today Earle C. Clements is applying to

on School Fund was
During his term as Gosernor, the C:ornm
Fund was raised
sation
Equali
increased 56.6 per cent, and the
the sponsor of hills to
119.9 per cent. As U.S. Senator, he is
uction and to raise teachprovide federal funds for school constr
ers' salaries.
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of the Cumberland River,

LET'S CONTINUE KENTUCKY'S LEADERSHIP
IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE

HE WORKS FOR EDUCATION

and

IN SENTKIrf
I 775 — FlItS1 MARRED ROAD
any made a treaty with
Comp
The Transylvania lend
gave the white settlers
which
the Cherokee Indians
the Ohio River, north
poirtesition of all lands south of
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IT HAPPENED IN

309 East Walnut St.
Phone 405
Fulton, Ky.
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Rev. J. W. Smith and famil
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LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
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and God bless all

Coca-Cola Plant

Lake Street Est 1
All Favorite Brands

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

NOW OPEN
JERRI LOU
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
Week Nights Open 6 till 11
Sunday 2 till 11
Located on The Union City — Fulton Highway at
Union City, city Limits.
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Buy a iced raezer
N ow

you can land 'ern for months of eating
pleasure. Just. keep Your fish and game fresh

in an electric food freezer. Pile

ty to the

and flavorful

Phe quail-

in your shopping "triumphs" too — but at quantity discounts. There's a freezer just the right
size for your family — at your dealer's now.

news.% hile
r child i.elruining urre

.OPMENT
nic developkvelopment
n and Park
Trnior. Kent% economic

around a buffet table which was
filled to capacity- with everything to eat that one could possibly wish for.
The evening was spent informally after which a short
business session was held. Doris
Wiley was named program chairman for next year.
Those who attended the enwere
Carlene
joyable affair
Stokes, Robbie Lee Carter, Mari earette Sundwick, Dola Bard,
Mary Nella . Wright, Carbolene
hart. Mrs. G.
Howlin. Mare
W. Dimmitt, 'Lorene Harding,
Mozelle Gregory, Joan Beard,
Ann Whitnel. Margaret Whitnel,
Edna DeMyer, Odle Houston,
Doris Wiley and the hostess, Jo
Pigue. Sara Grymes of Mem-.
phis, a former member was a
and
guest. Marda Rundwick
Hugh Pigue were also guests
-Members of the South Fulton
High School faculty had a fine
time last week when they entertained their husbands and
wives with a dinner party.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Burrow, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Sparks, Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Roman,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Pigue, and
Mrs. Mildred Anderson.

Freezer
living
is
leisure
living

FOR HOGS — FOR HAY — FOR COMBINING
EARLY AND LATE VARIETIES
••••••••••

YOU can't beat it for tobacco !

VERTAGREEN 6-12---18
Special for tobacco (with Sulfate of Potash)
6-12-12 VERTAGREEN FOR CORN

FUNK'S DROUGHT RESISTANT CORN
Also BROADBENT, STULLS', FUNKS "G" CORN

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint -- the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, -farm paint;
interior or exterior.
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

AChticend SON
Phone 202
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REFRIGERATOR -FREEZER
75 LB TRUE FOOD FREEZER'
Free/OS fr,
Sh foods (10,ckly
thorn sof( ly for months ,

stores

FULLY AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING!
Frost -Away no buttons clocks
or
count. rs , Frost m sor
accumulates'

vs

!Wok&

IDEAL -HUMIDITY REFRIGERATOR!
Sop', all foods fresh flovorful
who 1,.ft uncov,r,d 1

ALUMINUM ROD -TYPE SHELVES!
4 de,r) door
n-vs snack
sh,lf
bottl- op, m door (a.ch
I ,„ch 3
• tr(I,.'

ALL THIS—AND MORE—FOR ONLY

made to sell for
$459.95
SEE IT TODAY

$359.95
(EXCHANGE) — MODEL 6EG12

Pay Only $3.50 Per Week
Be modern...
keep food
electrically

41ENITUCKY
ctric power

. Al (;over-

wren public
rear, he has

fiedilA 4046;4

FULL 140USEPOWER

OS

ITS

HEAR!

hobby night
tonight?

CONTROL
ood control,
ation under
I been riferprojects for
the sponsor

DONE
OUSLY A

SOY BEANS — MOST ALL KINDS

JOE B. BATES

Another group enjoyed a
party at the Derby last week:
sever al
couples
got
together and had a birthday
party for Jimmie Jackson, Mrs.
Janet Beadles and Mrs. Elvis
Myrick.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. Ned Ray McQuirter, Mr.
and Mrs. Chandler iBeard, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Nanney, Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis Myrick, Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Parker, Herbert Nelson, Mrs.
Janet Beadles, George Harris
Herring, and Mrs. Nona Attebery.

ICANT

Iment level:
d Governor.

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE

(Continued from page three)
rigue's over on Fourth Street.
tables were grouped
Card

HIP

study Ph.

SEE

McNeely, Rita Kramer, Nancy
Man a person eats away his
Bushart, Patsy Smith and Patsy insides being envious of others
Fall, members of the Beethoven and thereby destroys his own
Club.
personality.

is

lay

Ire bri•fly

"The mutual love of music," of the Woman's Club, brought a
quoting Mrs. Hugh Pigue, chair- large appreciative audience to
manr of the Music Department the club building Friday evening to the presentation of the
PALESTINE HOMEMAKER8
eighth
annual
"Evening
of
VOTE TO BUY CALF FOR
Music."
THE 4-H KOREANS
It was indeed a time for Music
The May meeting of Palestine lovers to come together, for it
Homemakers Club met at the was one of the best and most
Community Center Friday after- delightful programs the dub has
noon. The meeting opened with ever presented.
the devotional by Mrs. Harry
Mrs. Pigue thanked all who
Murphy and
she read the had any part in the preparation,
thought of the month, "Mother." and expressed a desire that in
Mrs. Frank Stroud reported time this might become a FulAND
on the advisory counsel and ton tradition. She presented
IT. GOVERNOR
next year's major project would Mrs. Hendon Wright, who with
be "Time and Energy."
Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett
Harry Lee Waterfield
The club voted to donate had arranged the program. Mrs.
$20.00 to buy a calf for Koreans Wright spoke of how music has
SPEAK FOR
and also fixing sewing boxes.
become alive everywhere, and
Landscape leader Mrs. Percy Fulton offers a full share of it,
King always has a lot of good as it participates in all types of
information and this month said music.
Democratic Candidate
"good looking lawns is the keybaskets of spring flowfor U. S. SENATOR
ote of landscaping." Flowers ersLarge
on each side of the stage,
from KENTUCKY
and shrubs won't show up unwith a beautiful arrangement
less the lawn is kept mowed.
on the mantel made the club
A small amount of Dutch
Saturday 5:30-6 P. M.
white clover sown with blue room a perfect setting for a
spring
concert.
is
recommended for
grass
KFVS-TV Channel 12
There was just enough variety
lawns.
the
in
program
to
make it interSeveral beautiful specimens Of
(BATES for SENATOR
iris and roses were displard by esting—a violin solo, one piano
COMMITTEE
the members. Mrs. King arked solo, two piano ensemble numthe club about having opt after- bers, two vocal solos and a vocal
noon for flower arsangement
and the date is to be Let later.
The finishing of modern trays
and bowls was given by Mrs.
Claude Freeman and W. D. InWONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
man and orders taken for seveIMPROVED
SUTHERLAND'S
Demonstration
ral which are to be finished at
TRUSS.
ELIMINATES
TORTUROUS
BULBS,
a work day.
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
In the absence of Recreation
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guarleader, Mrs. McLeod led "A
anteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No ElasStory in Song." and the group
sang "Little Sir Echo."
tic—No Leather—No Odors.
Hostess
Mesdames
Charles
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us
Powell, Claude Freeman and
40P8hiraeke70Zet
home
Roy Bard served delicious
made cookies and cold drinks to
LS members and two visitors,
Miss Murtle Burnett and Mrs.
Mrs.
Carrie B. Crowe and
Bertha McLeod.
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FOUNDATIO

high r•-

sextette. with all giving an excellent performance.
The Civic Chorus thrilled the
audience with their superb singing of three numbers. Mrs. Russell Rieppe of Vienna, Ill, accompanied this•group in a brilliant manner.
Hostesses were Mrs. Gilson
Latta, Miss Mary Swann Bushart, Mrs. F. D. Phillips, Mrs.
Cecil Bolin, Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt
and Mrs. Ann Whitnel. They
were assisted by Misses Carol

CITY DRUG CO.

treaty with
kite settlers
liver, north
ppalachian
mons were
•ail for the

to decide
he spprecharacter
'est serve

Mutual Love Of Music Brings Together Large
Audience For Annual Commemoration Of Music

treat yourself
to double-rich

Cream of
Kentucky

Bennett Electric & Furniture Co.

WHISKEY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
masarisav.

KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A BLEND
8s PROOF 705 GRAIN NEUTRAL SmITS.
SCHENLEY MST ,INC , FRANKFORT. KY.

Mason Bldg

Walnut St

Fulton, Ky

Phone 201
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Miss Ann Linton Announces Plans For Her
Wedding To Be Solemnized On June Fourth
Linton, maid
Ruth
Anne
Miss
daughter of Mr.' and Mrs. Otha
Ralph Lawton of Central City,
Clifton - Linton, whose engage- Ky. will be best man; the
ment to William. C. Robertson, ushers will be Otha W. Linton,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- brother of the bride-elect, Roger
ham C. Robertson, Si., was re- Myers, George Todd and Ronald
cently anripunced, is revealing Filer.
her plans for her wedding. The
Mr. and ?as. Linton will give
ceremony will be performed on
the evening of June 4th, 1956 an informal reception immediin
at 6:30 o'clock at the Cumber- ately after the ceremony
land Presbyterian Church, with the dining room of the church.
the pastor, the Rev. Oakley Assisting at the reception will
Woodside, officiating. Present- be Miss Betsy Eads of Central
ing a program of nuptial music City, Ky., Miss Shirley Homra.
will be Mrs. G. G. Bard, organ- Miss Donna Patterson, Miss
ist, and Edward Houston of Anne Rhodes..-of Murray, Miss
Dorothy pohan of Madisonville,
Central City, Ky.
Miss, Linton had chosen Mrs. Mrs. W. W. Coulter and Mrs
James A. Weaver of Paducah, Harry Plott of Centralia, Ill.
A numl*r of attractive preKy as her matron of honor.
Miss Louise Hancock will be nuptial parties have been planbridesmaid and Miss Carol Ann ned both in Murray and in nilLuther will be junior brides- ton honoring Miss Linton.

Regularly $2.99
Dollar Days Special
ANY COMBINATION

Sanforized Cottons
Open weaves and fancy
styles
Assorted colors
Reg. to $1.99
Dollar Days Special

Short Sleeve
nylons
Ginghams
and
Sizes 6-16
Reg. to $1.49
Dollar Days Special

Kathleen Culver, salutatorian
of the 1956 Clinton Central High
School senior class and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Culver,
has
recently
been

awarded a scholarship to a Stone Mather College this fall.
woman's undergraduate division
As far as we have observed,
of Western Reserve University
no town in the United States
in Cleveland, Ohio.
Miss Culver will attend Flora Amits it has a bad clirdate.

Ma
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her
Ric
bro
Car

Wil
ttw
_old

Many Lardy Pre-Nuptial Parties Honoring
Kay Williams, Bride-Elect Of Dick Plaster
The first in a series of pre- i the hostess.
Games and contests were ennuptial parties for Miss Kay
Williams of Water Valley, bride- joyed during the evening, with.
elect of Dickie Plaster of Clovis, all prides going to Miss Williams
N. M., was given by Mrs. Roy The honoree was also presented
Latta at her home in Water a gift of silver in her chosen
Valley Friday evening at 8 pattern.
o'clock.
The hostess served as refreshFor the occasion, the house ments, open-faced sandwiches
was beautifully decorated and tea.
throughout with spring flowers,
Those attending were Miss
with a color scheme of pink and Williams, her
mother, Mrs.
white. The dining room table, Clifton Williams. Mrs. Billie
draped in a grass linen drawn. Pirtle, Mrs. Gary Alexander of
workcloth over pink, had as its Mayfield Miss Carolyn Hicks,
central appointment a miniature Miss nita Copeli.nd, Miss Benita
bride and groom, under
a Bennett, Miss Ouida Lawrence.
wrought-iron
trellis. It
was of Mayfield, Miss Donna Jo
flanked with tiny pink tapers in Laird, and Mrs. Serena Elliott
wrought-iron candelabra.
Miss Williams was lovely in a
blue cotton frock, with matching
accessories and wearing a pink
carnation corsage, a gift from

MURRAY COLLEGE
GRADUATING MANY
FROM THIS SECTION
Among he 247 senicirs and
graduate students who will receive degrees at Murray's 33rd
commencement activities, which
will be held May
at 8 o'clock
are the following'persons from
this area:
'vie Earl Batts, Julia D. Terreit, and Daphne Jane Williams
of Hickman; William Barvin
Bigham, Jr., Joseph Edward
Casey, Newell B. Dunlap. Mary
Amanda Hurdle, James H.' Vincent, Jr., Kathryn Riley Williams, and William B. Williams,
Jr.. of Paris, Tenn.; Frank R.
Gallimore and Tilford L. Underwood of Puryear, Tenn.; Robert
W. Gray of Union City; Howard
R. Critendon of Cuba; Anne
Ruth Linton, Jack Voegeli III,
John Lee Hyland and Arthur
Robert Roman of Fulton; Betty
Frances Wetherford, and Raymond E. King of Clinton; Peggy
Louise Taylor of Pryorsburg,
and Robert Lee Collier and
Gwendolyn. June Byrn Helfer of
Hickory.

TRADE NOW FOR SAFETY!
every tire and size in stock is
on sale — GREAT SAVINGS!
Wife 11110W All MST A ft W Of 51111 'NAM SILLS ON SAL&

..................................
SAFETY-S TUBELESS
•
economy
'The new s.?. Goodrich
yoissontti retTubeless Tire provides
protection!
ented bruise-b6wout
...........--------
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CHANGES BRUISE BLOWOUTS TO SATE S 5- SLOWOUTS

LIST PRICE WITHOUT TRADE-IN 29.45
The -new (.4t.• tubeless has 2
patented liner that changes
bruise- blowouts to safe
5.70- IS
s-s-slowouts that allow you
...ft...4
time to mme to a complete,
•••••••
safe stop.,

6 701S • 320$

-23.95

24.23

LIFE-SAVERS
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BJ GoJrch

LIFESAVERS
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216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389
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'liege this fall.
have observed,
United States
bad clirdate.

preacher of the Wing° circuit,
• DUKEDOM RT. 2 preached at Dukedom 9unday,
Mrs. Joyce Taylor • filling the Pastor, Bro. Porter's,
appointment, as he had to be in
Decoration and Homecoming Memphis over the week-end.
Day was well attended Sunday Mr. and Mrs. A. A McGuire,
at the Bethlehem Methodist Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor and
Joyce attended preaching servChurch near Pilot Oak.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mrs. ices at Christ's M ethodiat
Maude Jones Tuesday of last Church in Mayfield Sunday
night.
week,
Mrs. Belle McNutt returned to Mrs. Neal Busttt and childher daughter's, Mrs. Tremon ren of Mayfield visited her parRickman, after visiting her ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Glist brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. son Saturday.
Carl Hiainline, several days.
Mrs. Maude and Miss Can,
Mrs. Ti•nnie House was the stance Jones were the Sunday
._:uest of her daughter, Mrs. dinner guests of Mrs. Pauline
NATIVE SONS WIN UK HONORS—Two Kentuckians who have
Barham and family.
Wilma Williams, Friday.
won wide recognition In their fields of law and Journalism will be
awarded
honorary degrees at the University of Kentucky's 89th anMr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and nual commenc
Miss Constance Jones visited
ement exercises on May 28. They are Heber H. Rice
the Vestal Coitharp's last week Joyce called on Mr. and Mrs. J. (left), Washingt
D. C., attorney, and Arthur Rrock (center),
_mil spent Saturday in Sedalia. B. Adams in the W. L Rowland .hlef Washingtonon,
correspondent for the New York Times. Rice was
Larry Breedlove, a boy home Thursday night. Other
born In Pitintssille and Krock In Glasgow. Doctor of Laws and
visitors were Mr and Mrs. Goe- Doctor
of Letters degrees, respectively, will be conferred upon them.
bel McClure.
Also pictured is Dr. Herman Lee Donovan, the commencement
speaker,
who will retire Sept. 1 after 'crying for 16 sears aa presiMrs. Evaline Yates hasn't
been feeling so well the last dent of the Unise.rulty.
few days.
THE MAY1A6
Mrs. Pearl Carr has also
AUr'AOC
back in the hospital, butbeen
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
is
home now and feeling better. •CHESTNUT GLADE
WASHER
Man's
God-given ability to
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • cope effectively witff
the false
To my mind, the best and
suggestions of evil will be set
WO.
most faultless character is his The 11455-56 school Near was forth at Christian Science servMasses dose
who is as ready to pardon ended for the local school ices Sunday.
0%4 down payment"the rest of mankind, as though
Wednesday afternoo when the
Neherniah's monumental
and Easy Terms
he dai!y transgressed himself; pupils, teachers, bus ndrivers
and achievement in rebuilding the
and
at
several
the
same time as cauBENNETT ELECTRIC
friends met at the wall of Jerusalem in the face of
tions to avoid a fault as if he school for the passing out of the false rumors,
211 Mats
treachery, and
Fele=
never forgave one.
report cards and a Weiner roast other evil works, will be featur— Pliny The Younger by the teachers and bus drivers ed in the Scriptural selections to

FOR THE BEST SALADS

SPEAS
APPLE (1011 et/ DISTILLED
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FULLY AGED -MELLOW
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NGS!
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JOHN M. DOSS. JR. . . spots "trouble"
c,, telephone lines with the -Wheatstone bridge
a
highly sensitive measuring instrument that tells
him
how for the trouble is from the central office. OR
the
job. John's active in church ond fraternal work. His
hobby is boating.
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for the pupils. Games were
enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Witwer
and children and Mr. Henry
Pa i rish were week-end visitors
of Mr and Mrs. Forrest Rogers
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brundige and Mrs. Jennie Brundige.
Mr and Mrs. Van Brann viiit- dy (393:12): "Rise in the
ed Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughn strength of Spirit to resist all
that is unlike good. God has
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brun- made man capable of this, and
dige will move to Nashville nothing can vitiate the ability
and power divinely bestowed on
where he is employed soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Jens, man."
have sold • their farm"to

Lamb. They have purchased IP
home in Martin but will not
move for some time.
Several from this community
attended the graduation at Martin Friday night.
Congratulations and b e st
wishes to the former students
of our school who were members of the graduation class.

They were Patricia Jones, Nancy
Gore, Don
Brundige, Louis
Fayne Ftobey, and Ted Reams.
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mrs. LUCy Gibbs attended
the graduation program of the
Adams Kindergarten at Martin
Thursday night. Mike Wright
was a member of this class
Miss Patricia Jones is vacationing for two weeks in Florida.
Mrs Georgia Lee Ebersole of
Muskogee, Okla, visited her

Meet the man who
beats "trouble" to the
punch

the evening service.
The likeable young pastor
and his charming wife, recently
moved into our midst, locating

son of Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter of Rt. 1, Dukedom. Best
wishes for a long and happy life
to gether, is expressed by their
many friends.
They will make their }Tame in
Martin where each are employ-

on the Price farm in this district.
It was formerly known . as the
McClain home, and the Price
ed.
&tinily erected a new modern

Mr. and Mrs. Karl Kimberlin
of Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs
Leroy Latta and son Wednesday
night.
.
Tune to WFUL For Local' News

At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieees of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

And John's not by himself. lie and some 65,000
other trained Southern Bell people in all kinds
jobs — linemen, cable splicers, operators — are
• working to give you good telephone service, 24
hours a day.

Ail
Southern Bell Telephone
-‘ and Telegraph Company

"Men still die with
ixiots on- -one boot on thole
the recelerater!"

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
irid Automobile Insurance
SEE

Charley Stephenson

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1956- PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 115 Carr
Used Cars, 101-W74
- 3tateline

You can pickup and go with

the cleanest power known!

sister, Mrs. J B. Nanney and

other relatives last week.
Mrs. Milburn Conner and
Annette were in Memphis Saturday for an examination at
Campbell's Clinic for a knee injury that Annette suffered some
time ago.
- Mr. L T. Burke has returned
from the Memphis Ear, Eye,
Nose and Throat Hospital where
he had an operation on his eye.

•

UTME3 Shows Good
Increase Above
Last Year's Total
More than 13,000 different
students have attended regular

leY441.4°

June, Dean of Admissions R. F.
Thomason announced this week
from Knoxville.
The "net" total, which includes divisions of the University at Knoxville, Memphis, Martin, and Nashville, represent an
increse of seven per cent over
the previous year's enrollment.

Keep the
full,
safe
power
of your
engine
Clean
-burning Gulf
protects
NO-NOX
aganun
the deporots
that
"Shrinki
caueng
in
today's tioraepower"
sensitive.
highcompression
No-Nox helpsengines.
you
keep new
new-erigin-engine power
e
safety and ...
• • . for
thrift
thousands of
extra miles.

Get the gasoline that burns clean*
*PROOF: See how the asbestos glove, on the
left in the picture, is smudged by the "dirtyburning tail-end" of gasoline. .. while NONOX leaves the glove on the right elean.That's
because Gulf refines out the "cupful of trouble"- the "dirty-burning tail-end"-- from
every gallon, in making NO-NOX.

greet round
of golf?

Many telephone "troubles" never happen, thanks
to John M. Doss, Jr. John's a test deskman for
Southern Bell. With thc help of intricate electronic
l equipment in the central office which can spot
trouble miles away, he tests telephone lines to
make sure they stay in good working order. Often
he finds causes for trouble on a line and has them
corrected, even before your service is affected.
Keep 'cm talking, is John's motto.

•••••••

last Saturday afternoon at the
Chapel of Youth Center in Martin, Tenn., with pastor of Martin
M. E. Church officiating. The
vows were pledged in a candlelight altar of profuse decorations

and only members of their famTenn., and Paducah, Ky,
were in attendance.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson fill- ilies
Nancy is the only daughter Of
ed his regular appointment at Mr.
and Mrs. Bowlin of Martin,
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. M. and also Tenn. and Eugent is the eldest

cottage before moving away.
The entire community extends
a welcome to the new comers
and a hope that Mrs. Henderson
has regained her health again
Terry, the young son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Olive accom
panted Mr. and Mrs. Billie Bard
Vaughan to Detroit last week,
and is spending his vacation
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Vaughan and the
young Vaughan family.
Mrs. Doyle Friolds was indisbe read in the Lesson-Sermon posed
last week due to a seige
entitled: "Ancient and Modern of measles.
She is now improved.
Necromancy, Alias Mesmerism
Mrs. Sam Mathis is on the sick
and Hypnotism, Denounced."
The following passage will be
among those read from "Science
Accurate
and Health with Key to the
WORKMANSHIP 1
Scriptures" by Mary Baker Ed-

classes of the University of Tennessee during the 1955-56 school
year ending the first week of

At on
rar

alm••
am•••

Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningham and son, Stephen, arrived Friday from Owensboro,
Ky. for vacation among relatives, and parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eric Cunningham in Dresden,

He is improving as well as can
be expected.
Tomorrow, Monday, will be
the beginning of the third week
for the strawberry harvest with
lets of nice berries yet in the
field. The yield has been very
good. It certainly has been a
busy time. Apparently there
will be several more pickings.

ER VICE

5
S
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Mrs. Carey Frields • I
list, however is able to be getting around.
Miss Margaret Bynum sufferThe Holy rites of matrimony
ed deep burns on her hands
were solemnized for Nancy
from hot cooking fat which has Bowlin
and Eugene Lassiter on
given considerable pain.

Gutf Nr
oIox
celebrate
wIth a round of

Cream of
Kentucky
WHISICNY
KENTUCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A MEND
86 PROOF. 705 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
SCLIEBLEY 01ST INC.,IRANKFORT. KY

Clean-burning

. • . plus: FULL-WORKING OCTANE

H. D. STANFIELD
PAGE STREET

DISTRIBUTOR

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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CLASSIFIED ADS

• Land Surveying

ALL KINDS OF KIM made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
HAY FOR SALE: Bargain
prices 250 bales oat; 250 bales
grass-Jap; 13 acres sericea almost ready. Homer Zopf,
State Line Road near Dukedom.
a

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
CORN SHELLING: Custom corn
shelling and hauling. 14c bushel delivered to mill. Howell
Jones, Milburn Ky., or phone
9145, Fulton, Ky.
PORCH SWINGS made of durable oak, only $9.95. Exchange
Furniture Company, Church
Street, Fulton, Ky.

• Civil Engineering
• Lots, Subdivisions
RUSSELL E. TRAVIS
417 Eddiugs St.
Telephone 437

SETS

PLANTS

I now represent King TelePIANOS
Certified Bunch Porto Rico vision Service of Union City.
and new Georgia Red (run- We have on hand several
Used practice pianos from
good used.
ner)
$50 up. Each piano is reconditioned and guaranteed.
$2.50 for 500;
17 and 21-INCH

$4.50 for 1000 ro. 13.

TELEVISION SETS

FARM LOANS

Free tomato plants with
each order 1000 or more

Long Terms-

HEIDT PLANT FARMS

-Easy Payments

Box 49

Cordele, Ga.

"HAPPY" ADAMS
Phone Union City 1628

Day Needs. $1.00 Doden. Killebrew's, 205 Commercial
Avenue, Phone 53.
HOUSE TRAILERS, Also cc.mptag and fishing trailers. Terms
If desired. U-Haul-It trailers.
Modern Tourist Court, Union
City, Phone 868.
POWELL and RUDY Shoe Repair offers you prompt, accurate service at moderate cost.
204 Church Street, Fulton.
GLADS FOR Rural Decoration
Day Needs. $1.00 Doden. Killebrew's, 205 Commercial
Avenue, Phone 53.
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine Rental
applies on purchase Harvey
Caldwell Cu., Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets Phone 674.
BARGAIN! Solid color wallpaper, regular soe patterns,
Exchange
closeout at 40c
Furniture Company, Church I
Street; Fulton, Ky.

available good Rawleigh business in Fulton County. Splendid business secured in this
district for 30 years. Exceptional opportunity for right
man. I'll furnish list of customers and help you get
started. See W. B. Eaves,

Highland St. R. R. No 4, Fulton, or write Rawleigh's,
Dept. KYE-1091-201, Freeport,

Call or visit

How Christian
Science Heals

TIMM'S FURNITUE.E
COMPANY

"DIVINE LOVE HEALS
GRIEF"

Union City, Tenn.

WIFUL (1270 rte.) Skikda, II aim

WHY PAY MORE?

From Versa illes .
Gov. A. B. Chandler
From Clinton
Lt-Gov H. L. Waterfield
From Morehead . .
Joe Bates, Democratic
Candidate for U. S. Senator

MON NITE: lCD T
WFUL
(Bates For Senator
Committee)
Tune to WFUL For Local News

.. When You Vote On May 29th
•
WILL YOU VOTE FOR

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or NOW—

VISIT CAGLE'S

BAIT SHOP

RACKET

A RECORD

Hickman, Hy.
Friday Cagle

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208

OR A
And Here's This..
Here's A Record..

Complete line cf Bait and
Equipment

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

MR. FARMER:

AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS

for your convenience,
we are now

THE AXE —

Earle Clements has been close to the farmers and his
problems all his life. The farmer does not have a truer
or more helpful friend.

OPEN 6 AM-6PM
SIX DAYS A WEEK
SOUTHERN STATES

EDUCATION
During his term as Governor, the Common School Fund
was increased 56.6 per cent, and the Equalization Fund
was raised 119.9 per cent.

Fulton Co-Operative
Central Ave.
Phone 399

GOOD ROADS

4,5thaift

UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes

MONDAY NUT

N1(

Ce-

reliable 408 Main St.
buy for
Wonderful
Phone
party in this area. Assume balance on small monthly payments. Area Manager will arrange inspection., demonstration
SURE INSURANCE
and delivery. Write Credit Mgr.,
AT
Box
Joplin Piano Company,
784, Paducah, Ky.
LOW COST

Phone 694.
GLADS FOR Rural .Decoration

Day Needs. $1.00 Doden. Killebrew's, 206 Commercial
Avenue, Phone 53.

AND FIELDS

PIANO

NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment_ Harvey Caldwell Co, Drive-1n Office Outfitters, New Location, corner
Streets.
Plain
Walnut &

NEW PIANOS $299 95

GLADS FOR Rural Decoration

ATKINS, HOLMAN
--InSUrall

SPINET

I

WELLS DRILLED for industry MAYTAG WASHERS. standard BUY AND SELL through United
Farm Agency Get advertised
and automatic models. $129.96
and homes. Modern equipthru magazines, newspapers
and up Sales and service.
ment, experienced workmen.
and farm journals. Agent,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Robert Hampton, at Hickory,
Phone 281, Fulton, Ky.
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have
TELEVISION
70 farms for sale at present
SWEET POTATO
time around Mayfield, Ky.

Sanfori,1 Cool Cotton

Earle Clements started his fight -for good 'roads as
county judge, and continued it as Governor and Senator. He started Kentucky's expanded rural roads program.

only

The near-at-hand primary put a stop to one thing-lopping off of official heads by Chandler. General firing
of key men who have in some way provoked the -ire of
the governor came to a halt until after May 29.
But observers say trouble will break loose then, that
Happy has some -notches already carved but is waiting
for election day to pass before notifying the victims.
THE HAMMER —
V A to the schools
Also, a $75,000-a-year payment by
of McCracken County hangs in the balance. Chandler's
legislature could snatch the payment away at the end
of two years and school people are afraid that Chandler
will do just this unless they make a big showing for
Bates

LABOR

295

THE SICKLE—

His record has won official endorsement.
WELFARE AND SOCIAL SECURITY
While he was Governor, vast improvements were made
for child welfare, mental health, state institutions. Old
age pensions were raised 59 er cent.
--5 DEVELOPMENT
KENTUCKY'
The Agriculture and Industrial Development Board was
created and the state's tourist promotion and Park De-veropmentogram were started while he wan—GO-Vernon
Kentucky needs him in the Senate to help advance its
economic welfare.
CONSERVATION AND FLOOD CONTROL
fldod
getting
As U. S. Senator, he has been effective in
state,
for
our
projpct
development
water
and
control
and was, with the' lite Senator Barkley, the sponsor of
new legislation to develop the small watersheds.

State employees are being threatened with loss of their
jobs if they do not attend political rallies for Joe Bates;
their salaries have been assesed to finance the Rates
campaign when Happy righteously promised last year
he'd never do it; politics have invaded the draft boards,
the library service, the welfare department. the Youth
Authority, the State Parks, the personnel department
. everywhere! Like a dictator this Governor of ours
now wants to expand his political empire and run the
office of the United States Senate. Joe BatenLIalint A
BAIT.
TO THE PLOW FOR THE FARMERS —
Surely farmers haven't forgotten that in .lantiary ,,1
( handler told
this year Mr. Bates' chief sponsor, II a
the farmers who 'Called on bun for a good -will visit :
"Go &line and tend to your business and quit meddlinv
in other peopleis affairs.

HOW LONG SHALL WE PERMIT RACKETS TO TAKE OVER RECORDS

TraVal

1

SPORT
SHIRT

You'll want to see the newest,the coolest cotton
sport shirt that's come to town! It's our Satinaire,
made by TruVal. This fine combed cotton com-

EARLE C. CLEMENTS

HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING CO.
Street

Promises of State jobs, road projects, civic improvements by the State Highway Department, political support, by
the State Administration, contracts for supplies used by t he State, are just a few of the promises being made by the
State Administration to support Joe Bates for the Senate. Does this man have anything to say for himself or his
platform, if so, what is it? Unless a United States Senator is a figure-head the promises remain Chandler's promises ... and what are they worth? NOTHING!

Vote For

bines a self-stripe with a triple-row open weave.
Sanforized for safe washability and a choice
:overall
of four colors1 At this low price choose

ake

Happy Chandler Is Using Joe (for) Baits

Fulton
•

For An Unshackled United States Senator

